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One of the major accomplishments during this reporting
period was the completion of the year's second doctoral thesis.
Dr. Arye R. Ephrath completed his degree requirements in June
of 1975 and his thesis, abstracted here, has been made into a
NASA Contractor's Report- #CR-137759.
V-
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PILOT PERFORMANCE IN ZERO--VISIBI?,ITY PRECISION
APPROACH
Arye R. Ephrath
PH.D. Thesis, Department of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, June
1975
ABSTRACT
To gain a better understanding of the pilot's short
term decisions regarding performance assessment and
failure monitoring, the performance of fifteen air
line pilots who flew simulated zero-visibility landing
approaches is reported. The approaches were flown
with different degrees of automation and, at different
workload levels, as induced by simulated wind distur-
bances and measured by a sensitive, non--loading
subsidiary task.
The results indicate that the pilot's anode of parti-
cipation in the control task has a strong effect on
his workload, the induced workload being lowest when
the pilot acts as a monitor during a coupled approach
and highest when the pilot is an active element in
the control loop. In addition, a very marked increase
in workload at altitudes below approaximately 500 feet
AGL is documented at all participation modes; this
increase is inversely related to'distauce-to- go.
The effects of workload and participation mode on
failure detection are separated. The participation
mode is shown to have a dominant effect on failure
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detection performance, with a failure in a
monitored (coupled) axis being detected faster
than a comparable failurl e in a manually con-
trolled axis.
Touchdown performance is also documented and the
findings of previous investigators are supported,
namely that the conventional instrument panel and
its associated displays are quiue inadequate for
zero--visibility operations in the final phases of
the landing approach.
A paper summarizing some of the work presented in this
thesis was delivered by Dr. Ephrath at the Eleventh Annual
Conference on Manual Control. The paper, entitled "Detection
of System Failures in Multi-Axes Tasks", is contained in
Appendix A.
A research note in preparation by Dr. Curry and Dr. Ephrath
is contained in Appendix B. Its title is."Changes in Pilot Work-
load During an Instrument Landing'
A paper on modelling pilot performance in failure detection
tasks was presented at the Eleventh Annual Conference on Manual
Control by Drs., Curry and Gai. The paper has since been revised
and submitted for publication. The abstract of the paper which
was presented is given below and the text of the paper is given
in Appendix C.
FAILURE DETECTION BY PILOTS DURING AUTOMATIC LANDING:
MODELS AND EXPERIMENTS
Eli G. Gai and R.E. Curry
ABSTRACT
A model of the pilot as a monitor of instrument
failures during automatic landing is proposed.
The failure detection model of the pilot consists
of two stages: a linear estimator (Kalman. Filter)
and a decis::ou mechanism which is based on sequen-
tial analysis. The filter equations are derived
from a simplified version of the linearized dynamics
of the aircraft and the control loop. The percep-
tual observation noise is modelled to include the
effects of the partition of attention among the
several instruments. The final result is a simple
model consisting of a high pass filter to produce
the observation residuals, and a decision function
which is a pure integration of the residuals minus
a bias terns.
The dynamics of a Boeing 707 were used to simulate
the fully coupled final approach in a fixed base
simulator which also included failures in the air-
speed, glideslope, and localizer indicators. Sub-
jects monitored the approaches and detected the
failures; their performance was compared with the
predictions of the model with good agreement between
the experimental data and the model..
f
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During this reporting period, the data collected during
the principal investigator's year at Ames Research Center was
analyzed. A discussion of the experiments performed, the data
analysis, and the results of these experiments are contained
in a paper presented at the Eleventh Annual Conference on Manual.
Control.. The paper is abstracted here and presented in full in
Appendix D.
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EXPERIMENTS IN PILOT DECISION--MAKING DURING SIMULATED
LOW VISIBILITY APPROACHES
R.E. Curry, J.K. Lauber, & C.E. Billings
ABSTRACT
Despite a vast accumulation of operational experience
with the conduct of low visibility instrument approaches,
little is understood about the decision making behavior
of pilots who fly these approaches. Likewise, there
is little information regarding the man, system and
task related factors which influence this decision-
making behavior. Such information is essential for
the rational design of new systems, or for the redesign
of existing systems in order to correct known. deficiencies.
A major problem which has inhibited the study of pilot
decision-making behavior in the laboratory has been the
unavailability of tasks which incorporate the essential
cognitive features of the real task, and whi. ,_,h include
those motivational or stress-inducing features known to
influence decision--making performance. This paper
describes a task which -vas designed to simulate the
cognitive features of low visibility instrument approaches,
and to produce controlled amounts of subjective stress
in pilots serving as subjects in experiments using the
task.
Pilot behavior during low visibility instrument approaches
can be analyzed into at least two major categories: one
is the continuous closed-loop manual tracking behavior
necessary to control the aircraft, and the other is the
cognitive, decision-making behavior required to make the
j	 decision to continue the approach and landing or to
execute a missed approach. It is the second category of
behavior with which we are concerned here. 	 -_
The difficulty of a decision making task is, in part,
determined by the uncertainty of the data used to make
the decision. For example, the decision to "go-around"
is a relatively easy one if, at the missed approach
point, there is nothing to be seen outside the aircraft,
or if the approach lights and runway have been clearly
visible for the last two miles of the approach. It is
when the approach lights or runway are barely visible,
and then only intermittently, that the decision becomes
more difficult.
I
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A second class of variables which are known to influence
the outcome of decision-making tasks is best illustrated
by the various kinds of psychological stressors acting
upon the pilot. Of particular interest here are the
r	
pressures perceived by the pilot to complete the approach,
to make an on time arrival, to save fuel., and even to
save "face".
We have assumed that it is necessary to use a simulation
task which incorporates both kinds of variables, infor-
mational and psychological, to successfully study pilot
decision-making behavior in the laboratory. The task
discussed below was designed to meet those requirements.
This paper describes our preliminary experiments in the
.measurement of decisions and the inducement of stress
in simulated low visibility approaches.
PUBLICATIONS
Two major publications resulting from this research
appeared during the reporting period. Both appeared in
Behavior Research Methods and Instrumentation and they are
abstracted below. Full copies of the papers appear in the
w
Appendices F aad F. A more detailed description of MUNOML
containing program listings and subroutines is available
`from the principal investigator.
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A M'JLTINOMIAL MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD PROGRAM (MO14L)
R. E. Curry
Behavior Research Methods and Instrumentation,
Volume 7(3), pages 305-307, 1975.
ABSTRACT
r'
e
In our research on modelling sensory and decision
phenomena, we were soon confronted with the task
of evaluating both old and new models using both
old and new data. Rather than design an ad-hoc
estimation program for each new model, as is-typ-
ically done, we developed an "executive" program
that provides a general method for estimating
parameters and simultaneously provides flexibility
for accommodating new models with a minimum amount
of programming. Our experience with canned computer
programs has been equivocal, so we decided to
provide only the general framework and let the
user accomplish the objective of estimating the
parameters for his particular model by writing a
new subroutine within the constraints of the
executive program.
The most common class of distributions for which
parame.ters must be extracted are mul.tinomial
distributions resulting from a stimulus-response
classification, e.g. binary responses (YES-NO or
two alternative forced choice methods), the method
of successive categories (rating scales), or
transition probabilities in a Markov chain. Although
a number of methods exist for estimating such
parameters, we have chosen the maximum likelihood
method and have implemented the scoring of Rao to
adjust the parameters from one iteration to the next.
We have chosen the maximum likelihood (,!L) method
because (1) it is a member of the class of consistent
asymptotically normal estimators (CAN) under suitable
conditions; (2) it will easily handle situations in
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which all the respoaaes fall into one category;
(3) there are many situations in which the maximum
likelihood estimator can be shown to yield unique
r	 estimates for parameters (other estimation techniques
may have this property as well); and (4) it is the
only one exhibiting first order efficiency.
Other authors have successfully used the maximum
likelihood method with Rao's scoring method in
signal detection type models. This program differs
primarily in its ability to estimate parameters
for a wide variety of models.
A. RANDOM SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR LABORATORY COMPUTERS
Renwick E. Curry
Behavior Research Methods and Instrumentation,
Volume 7(4), pages 359-376, 1975.
ABSTRACT
The small laboratory computer is ideal, for experimental
control and data acquisition. Poste,cperimental data
processing is many times performed on large computers
because of the availability of sophisticated programs,
but costs and data compatability are negative factors.
Parameter optimization, which subsumes curve fitting,
model fitting, parameter estimation, least squares, etc.,
can be accomplished on the small computer and offers
ease of progamm4ng, data compatability, and low cost
as attractive features. A previously proposed random
search algorithm ("random creep") was found to be very
slow in convergence. We present a new method (the
'r random leap" algorithm) which starts in a global search
anode and automatically adjusts step size to speed con--
»	 vergence. A FORTRAN executive program for the random
leap algorithm is presented which calls a user
supplied function subroutine. An example of a
function subroutine is give which calculates
maximum likelihood estimates of receiver oper-
ating characteristic parameters from binary
response data. Other applications in. parameter
estimation, generalized least squares, and
matrix inversion are discussed.
APPENDIX A
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DETEECTION QR SYSTEM FAILURES IN MULTI —AXES TASKS
by Arye R. Ephrath
Han-Vehicle Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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The investigation has examined the effects of the pilot's participation
mode in the control task on his workload level, and failure-detection perfor-
mance during a low--visibility landing approach. We founi that the participa-
tion made had a strong effect on the pilot's workload, the induced workload
being lowest when the pilot acted as a monitoring element during a coupled
t	 approach and highest when the pilot was an active element in the control loop.
The effects of workload and participation mode an failure detection werei
separated. The participation mode was shown. to have a dominant effect on the
`	 failure detection performance, with a failure in a monitored (coupled) axis
being detected significantly faster than a comparable failure in a manually-
controlled axis.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, a great deal of thought !-:as been given to Category III
t;
landings and thei r implications. One area of intensive investigation centers
around the role of the crew during the approach, and current thought is pola-
rized around two extremes:
a. The crew is in the control loop and flies the aircraft in accordance
with instrument-generated steering signals.
b. Steering signals are coupled directly into the autopilot, with the
crew monitoring the system.
151	 .,
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It is axiomatic that a pilot should be capable of detecting and identifying
failures in the automatic landing system accurately, reliably and with minimal
time delay. To this end, extensive studies have been conducted in which the
pilot was treated as a controlling element in a one--dimensional task; his
decision processes (Schrenk, 1169) and his adaptive behavior following a sud-
den change in the controlled plant dynamics were investigated ('young et al,
1964; phatak and Bekey, 1969). Other studies investigated the failure-detec-
tion performance treating the operator as a pure monitor (Gai and Curry, 1975).
In reality, however, the pilot is faced with multi.-axes, not single-axis,
tasks; although models for interference among multiple control tasks have been
derived (Levi.son, 1970), the interrelationships among simultaneous control and
monitoring tasks are not yet well understood (Levison, 1971).
Young et aZ (op. cit.) found that in :jingle-axis tracking tasks the human
operator's performance as a failure detector was better when he was in the
control loop; simulated Category ill landing studies, on the other hand, have
shown that the pilot's failure detection performance deteriorated when he was
faced with manual control task, compared to the monitoring mode (Vreuls et a4
1968). When faced with split-axis tasks, pilots' monitoring and decision
making were impaired (Monroe et al, 1968) and they sometimes completely over-
looked the occurrence of a failure, presumably because of the increased work-
load associated with split-axis tasks (Gainer et aZ, 1967).
It ha8 been recognized that when the the role of the human changes from
monitoring to that of an active controller corresponding changes take place in
his workload level (Ekstrom, 1962; Weweranke). However, in pilot-performance
studies to date these effects were completely confounded. It is the primary
purpose of this investigation to separate these effects and to document pilot
performance during a Category III landing as a function of the particular
control mode at different Workload levels. We wished to isolate and identify
the effects on performance due to the variations in the control mode alone -
and hence, variations in the operator's mode of behavior -- apart from the
effects on performance due to the variations in the workload leval4
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As stated, the purpose of this research was the study of the pilot's short-
term decisions regarding performance assessment and failure monitoring. We
wished to investigate the relationship between the pilot's ability to detect
failures, his degree of participation in the control task and his over-all
workload level. Also, we wished our findings to be applicable to the general
population of pilots who fly low-visibility approaches 4.n commercial jet trans-
port' aircraft. To this end, this research consisted of an experimental
investigation which was carried out in a static ground simulator and which
utilized fifteen airline pilots as subjects.
The simulation capability included the ADAGE AGT/30 digital graphics com-
puter and a fixed-base cockpit simulator. A mathematical model has been
developed of a large transport aircraft in the landing approach flight enve-
lope; the actual flight data of a DC-8 were used in the equations of motion,
and the various parameters were later refined following a series of flight
tests by a senior airline captain with considerable Boeing 707/123 experience.
Ikon--linear phenomena such as ground-effect and stalls have also been included.
An integrated-cue flight director system has been designed for this simu-
lator, providing the capability to land the simulated aircraft manually in
zero--zero conditions in a relatively satisfactory manner. Also, a two-axis
autopilot has. been incorporated into the simulation which was capable of
intercepting and tracking the Instrument Landing System (IL5), in either axis
or in both axes, to touchdown. We also had the capability to add wind dist-
urbances to the simulation to induce different workload levels. The wind gusts
were modelled as filtered white noise with a cutoff frequency of 7i/ 6 rad/sec.
The mathematical model was programmed into the AGT/30 computer which was
linked via multiplexer channels and sense lines to the cockpit simulator. The
cockpit was a mock-up of the captain's crew station in a Boeing transport
aircraft (Fig. 1). The windows were frosted to el.itinate external visual ref-
153
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aerence.
The controls included an operational, spring-ce ­7tered control column with a
control wheel and rudder pedals . , as well as four throttles, flaps, speed--brake
and landing-wear levers and flight-director and autopilot controls.
Apart from engine instruments and marker-beacon lights the simulator was
equipped with three CRT screens, mounted one each on the main instrument panel
at the captain's and the first officer's stations and one in place of the
weather radar screen. The screens were driven simultaneously by the ADAPE
computer and presented the six standard flight instruments (Fig. 2): Airspeed,
attitude--flight director indicator, altimeter, instantaneous vertical speed
indicator, horizontal situation (HSI) and radio-magnetic (RMI) indicators, as
well as a WE digital readout and glideslope deviation and course deviation
needles. The CRT screens were driven by the computer at a rate of 24 frames
per second which was sufficient to produce flicker-free images. The informa-
tion was updated at a rate of 5/second.
To measure the pilot's workload, a "warning light"-type subsidiary task was
selected for the research. It consisted of two small red lights mounted above
each other outside the subject's peripheral vision field, and a rocker thumb
switch mounted on the left horn of the control yoke.
The lights provided the stimuli. During the run the upper or lower light,
with equal probability, was lit at a random time for a maximum of two seconds.
A correct response by the subject consisted of turning the light off by a
proper motion of the rocker thumb switch. The pro gram recorded the number of
times that the subject responded correctly to the warning light ("hits") and
his response time (latency) for each response. Incorrect responses by the
pilot, that is, not responding to an illuminated light or activating the
switch the wrong way, were also counted and labeled as "misses".
A workload index was computed from these data as follows:
a. As each stimulus was presented for a maximum of 2 seconds, the total
response-time ratio RTR for both "hits" and "misses" was computed by
cumulative latency (F• Ti)i
.RTR Total number of stimuli 
.
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Figure 3. Side-Task Stimulus Lights
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b. A miss—rate MR was computed by
= Number of stimuli missed 	 (2)
Total number of stimuli
c. A workload index WLX was then extracted using the best least—squares
fit weighing coefficients
0.78 RTR + 0.626 MR
	
X =	 0.78 + 0.626
	
x 100 percent.
	 (3)
This measure of workload has been shown (Spyker et aZ, 1971) to be correlated
with physiological predictors of workload with a correlation coefficient
p = 0.646, significant at the F < 0.005 level.
d. Finally, we wished to eliminate differences between subjects which may
	
{'.F
	
have been caused by different subjects assigning different relative
priorities to the primary tracking task and the subsidiary task. To
	
`•	 this end the workload index of each subject was normalized, that is, a
workload index of zero was assigned to the approach which resulted in
the lowest workload measure for each subject and a workload index of
100 was assigned to the approach with the highest workload measure for
the subject. The normalized workload index on approach i of subject j
was then computed by
WLX • • _ min 114LX .. )
	
Normalized WLX.. = 	 13	 1	 1]	 x 1.00 percent	 (4)
a	
max {WLx
ij ) — min {Z.TLXij }
t	 Experimental Design
The experimental variables to be investigated in this study were the pilot's
participation level in the piloting task, the workload induced by the control,
dynamics and by external disturbances, and the pilot's failure detection
performance.
The experiment involved four levels of control participation:
158
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fa. "Passive monitoring", with autopilot coupling in all -axes, including
autothrottle.
b. "Yaw manual", with autopilot coupling in the pitch axis and auto-
throttle coupled.
I
C. "Pitch manual", with autopilot coupling in the yaw axis only.
d. "Fully manual"
There were three Levels of wind disturbance:
a.	 No wind.
-^- ' b.	 A 450 tailwind of 5 knots, gusting to 15 knots.
^S
C.	 A 450 tailwind of 10 knots, gusting to 30 knots.
Three failure conditions were used:
a.	 No failure.
b.	 Failure in the yaw axis. In this condition the autopilot, if coupled,
JO or the flight director would steer the airplane away from the localizes
course to intercept and track a course parallel to the nominal path but
F^
translated by a distance corresponding to one dot deviation (1.25 0) at
^^	 r the point of failure occurrence. This resulted in a one-dot angular
;I	 I
. s error about 100 seconds after the initiation of the failure. This type
of failure was chosen, rather than a runaway failure, as it was quite
' subtle and therefore it provided a good measure of the limits of the
pilot's failure detection capability.
c.	 Failure in the pitch axis, which resulted in a one-dot deviation (0.350
I
of angular error) approximately 30 seconds after the occurrence of the .
' failure.
Failures were presented only between the altitudes of 1800 and 800 feet; each
approach was terminated either at touchdown or when a positive rate of climb
has been established following the initiation of a go--around by the subject.
It
The selection, of the failure altitude was randomized, as was the selection of
sthe direction of the failure (Left-right in a lateral failure mode, up--down in
r a pitch failure mode) . Workload Levels and failure detection performance were
ainvestigated in separate experiments, to avoid possible contamination of
i
failure detection data by the presence of a concomitant subsidiary task; the
t
no failure" condition was incorporated in the design so that the subjects
159
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rwould not anticipate a failure on each and every approach.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
'It seems clear from Figures 4 and 5 that the side-task scores were s;:nsi--
tive to variations both in the disturbance level and the participation mode.
Indeed, analysis of variance under the hypothesis that the effects of the
disturbance and of the participation were additive revealed that the varia-
tions in workload scores as a function of participation mode were significant
at the P << 0.01 level and as a function of the severity of the disturbance
- at the P < 0.05 level.'
There was, however, no significant difference between workloads at the two
low disturbance levels, namely, calm air and a quartering wind of five knots,
gusting to fifteen knots. it was assumed, and it was verified by pilots'
comments, that the components of the wind parallel and normal to the final
approach path, 3.5 knots gusting to 10.6 knots, were not strong enough to
induce workload significantly higher than that induced by piloting the sim-
ulated aircraft in calm air. Consequently, these two disturbance levels were
combined in the analysis'and the data were treated as if there were only two
distinct disturbance levels, "low" and "high".
An additive model was used in the regression of workload scores on the
disturbance levels and participation modes, to yield
WLX(P, D) = W 1 (P) + W2 (D)	 (5)
where WLX is the normalized workload score
P is • the participation mode
D is the disturbance level
18.7 for the fully-automatic mode
W (P)	 36.6 for split-axis, yaw manual made
1
	
	 61.0 for split-axis, pitch manual mode
72.9 for the fully manual mode
and W (D) = 0 .	for the "low" disturbance level
2	 9.82 for the "high" disturbance level
160
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tNormalized Workload Index at Four
Participation Modes
P1 - Fully Automatic
P2 -• split Axis, Yaw !Manual
P3 -- Split Axis,. Pitch Manual
P4 - Fully Manual
Normalized Workload Index at Two
Disturbance Levels
D1 - Calm Air
D2 -- 10 kt. Wind, Gusting to 30 kt.
Figure 4.	 Figure S.
{•	 a
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These values yielded workload-participation mode correlation significant at
P < 0.001 and workload--disturbance correlation significant at P < 0.05.
!	
Detection performance was analyzed in terms of detection time and accuracy.
+	 Detection time was defined as the elapsed time between the occurrence of a
failure and the verbal report by the subject that the failure has been detec-
ted and identified. Accuracy was measured by the fraction of failures that
were missed altogether. We differentiated between approaches in which a failure
went unreported but which resulted in a successful touchdown and approaches in
which a failure was missed and which did not terminate in a successful landing
because of gross error in the failed axis. The latter are shown in Tables 1
and 2; the numbers in parentheses represent the fraction of all missed
failures, whether or not they resulted in a successful Landing.
In all, 90 approaches were flown in which a longitudinal failure occurred;
of these, 8 went unreported, 6 of which did not terminate in a successful.
landing. Of the 90 lateral failures presented, 9 were missed; of these, 6 did
not terminate in a successful landing.
A very interesting pattern is obvious from 'fables 1 and 2 and from Figures
6 and 7: All-failures in an automatically--controlled axis were detected in
consistently short times; between 9 and 17 percent of the failures which
occurred in a manually--controlled axis were not detected at all, and the ones
that were required considerably longer detection times. The difference between
the mean detection times in an automatic and manual mode was highly significant
at the P < 0.01 level.
F;
We hypothesized that this difference in detection performance was due, in
part, to the increased involvement of the pilot in the control task in the
manual mode and, in part, to the increased workload levels associated with
manual control; we set out to separate the individual effects of these factor-5
"	 on the failure detection performance.
S
^.i^ In figures 6 and 7 the mean detection times of pitch and yaw failures,
respectively, are plotted as functions of the corresponding mean workload
Levels for the four participation. modes. The following relationships are
evident:
1. Detection'times in a manually--controlled axis are longer than detection
^t	
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disturbance	 Level
Partici.patwon Overall
Mode 1
1	
2 3
Monitor 0. 0. 0. 0.
Control Yaw 0. 0. 0. 0.
Control Patch 12.5 0. 12.5- 8.7
" (12.5) (14.3) (12.5) (13.0)
Manual Control 0. 14.3 37.5 17.4
(12_5) (14.3) (37.5) (21.7)
Overall 3.3 3.3 13.3 6.7
(6.7) (6.7) (13.3) (8.9)
h .	 11
f
TABLE 2	 Z
Fraction of Missed Lateral Failures
ir_ Percent
r
Disturbance
	 Leval
Participation Overall
Mode 1 2 3
Monitor 0, 0. 0. 0.
Control Yaw 25.0 14.3 12.5 17.4
(37.5) (14.3) (37.5) (30.4)
Control Pitch 0. 0. 0. 0,
Manual Control. 14.3 0. 14.3 9.1
(14.3) (14.3) (9.1)
overall 10.0 3.3 6.7 6.7
(13.3) (3.3) (13.3) (10.0)
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-times in an automatically-controlled axis,
2.	 Detection times for lateral failures are significantly longer than
detection times for longitudinal failures at comparable workload levels.
3.	 Detection times increase in direct relationship to workload (p 	 0.322
for n--163 pairs).
We assumed that the failure detection mechanism of the human operator acts
similarly in both lateral and longitudinal axes; any difference in performance
between those axes is due to differences in the plant dynamics and in display
variables only, not to differences in processes internal to the operator. This
assumption of equivalence between the lateral and longitudinal axes has been
made, either explicitly or implicitly, by many investigators. It is based on
the theory that the human behaves optimally with respect to his task (cf.
Smallwood, 1967) in all axes, and that the operator adjusts his describing
function to match the task (Young, 1969).
Longitudinal and lateral failure. detection data were thus pooled; detection
times were regressed on the type of failure (longitudinal or lateral) and on
the control mode in the failed axis, with the workload index as a covariate,
based on the following additive model:
T detection s TO + a(contol mode) + 0(failed axis) + y(workload) 	 (6)
A solution was obtained for the regression coefficients a, 	 and y:
T	 20.9 + 16.5 M	 + 15.4 A	 + 0.10 WLX	 (7)detection
where	 I	 if the failed axis is controlled manually
M
0	 otherwise
I	 if the failure occurs in the lateral axis
A
0	 if the failure occurs in the longitudinal axis
'W-LX - the normalized workload index
and	 T	 is measured in seconds.detection
The relationship is plotted in Figures 8 and 9 for longitudinal and lateral
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failures, respectively. Mean detection times at the corresponding mean work--
load levels are also shown for comparison. The model correlates well with the
data, with Pn=163 ^ 0.531, 
significant at the P << 0.001 level.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
our goal in this research was to identify the participation mode and work-
load level which optimize the pilot's failure detection performance; this
subject is treated in considerably more detail elsewhere (Ephrath, 1975).
Our results indicate quite clearly that a coupled, fully--automatic landing
with the lowest possible workload is called for in Category III operations,
with the crew monitoring the progress of the approach via cockpit displays:
Failure-detection performance in all other control modes was unacceptable for
commercial operations. Performance monitors and fault annunciators may
alleviate the problem somewhat but they are inadequate at altitudes below 100
feet (Vreuls et al, 1968); also, they are nou infallible, and additional
warning lights and buzzers in the cockpit provide more opportunities for
malfunctions and for crew confusion.
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Introduct
It	 been recognized that when the role of the pilot
changes from that of an active controller to that of a monitor
of an automatic system corresponding changes take place in his
workload level (Ekstrom, 1962). However, in pilot performance
studies to date these effects were averaged over the entire
range of a particular flight phase - usually the landing
approach. Useful information may be lost by such averaging.
Pilot's performance has been shown to vary greatly among
different segments of an approach while flying by reference to
instruments (DeCelles et al, 1970; Gainer et al, 1967; Ephrath,
1975). Such variations in performance may be caused by corres-
pondi;ag variations in the pilot's instantaneous workload level
during the landing approach.
If indeed such is the case, and the observed deterioration
in the pilot's instrument--flying performance is caused by excessive
workload levels, than it is evident that improved piloting per-
formance may be achieved through cockpit designs that eliminate
the causes of these excessive workloads. The purpose of our work
Method
i ,	 .. is hence threefold: to examine the .effect on workload of
different Levels of automation, to document the variations
in the instantaneous workload level of a pilot during an
instrument approach for a given level of automation; and to
determine the particular phases of the approach during which
the workload levels are highest as a prerequisite to identi-
fying their causes.
In the course of this study, fifteen professional airline
pilots flew a total of 180 instrument landing approaches in a
fixed--base cockpit simulator which was programmed to duplicate
the dynamics of a large jet transport aircraft; the entire
experiment was controlled on-line by an ADAGE AGT/30 digital
computer.
The pilots instantaneous workload level was measured by
means of anon-loading warning-lights-type subsidiary task using
two small (1/8" diameter) red lights mounted above each other
outside the pilot's peripheral field of vision at 75 0 to the
right of the center of the instrument panel. At random times,
during the approach, the upper or lower light was lit with
equal probability. A correct response form the subject con-
sisted of a proper motion of a control--yoke-mounted, three-
position switch; that is, pushing the switch up or down in
response to the to or bottom light respectively.P	 P	 . A correctg	 P	 Y
response by the subject caused the light to turn off; a "hit"
y	 .,
r	 .r
4 
i
tii	 J
dwas counted and the subject's response time recorded. In the
absence of a correct response the light remained on for two
seconds, then was turned. off, and a "miss" was counted. An
incorrect response by the subject (that is, pushing the switch
the wrong way) was also counted as a "miss".
After the light was turned off, a time delay followed,
uniformly distributed between 0.5 and 5.0 seconds, and the
process was repeated. The workload index, WLX, was computed by
WLX W 100 a(cumulative response time) .+ S(number of "misses")(2a+) (number of "hits" + number of "misses")
f	 which resulted in a workload--index value between 0 and 100. The
coefficients a and 0 were chosen to maximize the correlation
between this index and physiological measures of workload (5pyker
et al, 1471).
A more detailed discussion of this subsidiary task and of
the design of the simulator system can be found elsewhere (Ephrath,
1475).
Each subject flew twelve simulated approaches from a point
t well beyond the outer marker to touchdown at four levels of auto-
mation or participation: fully manual, split-axis with manual
,.j	 yaw (pitch and power being controlled by an autopilot), split-axis
k	 with manual pitch (yaw being controlled by an autopilot), and
fully automatic, with the pilot monitoring the instruments. Three
J approaches were flown by the subjects at each automation, level,
with the order of presentation randomized to eliminate learning
effects.- To this end, each pilot was also allowed ample practice
•	 in the simulator prior to commencement of the formal experiment.
}
1
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Results
Workload data were segregated by participation modes;
mean scores were extracted at 300 feet altitude intervals
between the altitudes of 2000 and 500 feet, and at 100 feet
intervals between 500 feet and touchdown. The results,
averaged over all pilots, are shown in Figures 1 through 4.
Insert Figures Here
Figures 1 through 4 reveal the asymptotic behavior of
the pilot's workload as inferred from the index. The work-
load index is essentially constant at altitudes above
approximately 500 feet, but there is a very marked increase
in the workload at lower altitudes where the workload index
appears to be inversely related to distance-to-go. This
increase may be at least partially due to the non-linear
increase in the display sensitivity. As the standard flight
instruments display angular rather than linear deviations
from the localizer course and from the glide path, the display
increases in sensitivity as the distance to touchdown de-
creases. However, this increase'in pilot workload was
observed even when the simulated aircraft was controlled
by the autopilot and the subject acted merely as a monitoring
element; under autopilot control, the indicator instruments
barely deviated from the zero-error position and, therefore,
any changes in their sensitivity could not affect the monitor-
ing subject's workload. This seems to suggest the effects
of other factors such as, possibly, changes in the pilots'
mental state arising from their awareness of the proximity
of the ground and of the associated increase in the penalty
for error.
The observed increase in pilot's workload at low
altitudes is quite interesting, as it is precisely this phase
of a landing during which the pilot's instrument-flying
performance becomes unacceptable and a transition to visual
flight is mandatory; if visual reference with the ground
cannot be established, the approach must be aborted (DeCelles
e* al, 1970).
It is conceivable that display design might reduce the
additional workloads imposed on the pilot as a result of
increased display sensitivity; further studies are necessary
however, to determine whether other factors are inhere-at in
this situation and whether an improvement is possible in the
pilot's workload - and his flying performance -- during the
Last phase of the landing approach.
i
	
t	 I	 i
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ABSTRACT
A model of the pilot as a monitor of instrument failures during automatic
landing is proposed. The failure detection model of the pilot consists of two
stages: a linear estimator (Kalman Filter) and a decision mechanism which is
based on sequential analysis. The filter equations are derived from a simpli-
fied version of the linearized dynamics of the airplane and the control loop.
The perceptual observation noise is modelled to include the effects of the
partition of attention among the several instruments. The final result is a
simple model consisting of a high pass filter to produce the observation resi-
duals, and a decision function which is a pure integration of the residuals
minus a bias term
The dynamics of a Boeing 707 were used to simulate the fully coupled final
approach in a fixed base simulator which also included failures in the airspeed,
glideslope, and localizer indicators.	 Subjects monitored the approaches and
detected the failures; 	 their performance was compared with the predictions
of the model with good agreement between the experimental data and the model.
INTRODUCTION
The introduction of the "all weather" automatic landing system changes
the role of the pilot during landing. Under normal conditions, the pilot is
not in the control loop, but his rain task is to monitor the proper operation
of the automatic system. This, of course. shifts his role from manual con-
troller to decision maker.
The problem of modelling the pilot as a controller has been addressed by
several researchers, and satisfactory models exist using classical control
theory (1) or optimal control theory (2). Models for the pilot as a failure
detector have only recently been addressed (3), and some conjecture has been
suggested (4).
In this paper, a model of a pilot as a monitor of system failures is pro-
posed and applied to an automatic landing. The model consists of two stages:
a linear estimator and a decision mechanism. The linear estimator is the Kal-
man Filter which is similar to that used in the optimal controller model; the
outputs used here are the measurement residuals rather than the estimates. The
decision mechanism is based on sequential analysis (5) modified for the spec-
ial case of failure detection (6). Experiments were designea to validate the
proposed model in which subjects monitored failures in simulated automatic ILS
*Sponsored by NASA Grant NGR 22-009-733, NASA Ames Research Center
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f	 approaches in a fixed-based jet transport cockpit. The results of these exp-
eriments are then compared to the prediction of the model.-
.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SIMPLIFICATION
i
A functional block diagram of the failure detection model is shown in
Figure 1. A basic assumption in the structure of the first stage (the estima-
tion) is that the dynamical characteristics of the system that produces the
input signals are known by the observer. Therefore, before the modelling of
the failure detection system, we will discuss the model that the pilot has in
mind (the internal model) for the airplane dynamics and control loops.
The true airplane dynamics, when angular accelerations are neglected, Can
be defined by nine first order nonlinear differential equations. Two decoupled
autopilots are used to regulate the vertical error between the aircraft posi-
tion and the glideslope beam, and the horizontal (angular) error between air-
craft position and localizer beam. In addition, a third control loop controls
the aircraft airspeed. This configuration was used in the simulation that
automatically landed the Hoeing 707 dynamics used in our experiments (7).
Since the pilot is outside the control loop his inputs consist only of
the displayed variables on his instrument panel. If the control system is de-
signed properly, these displays will show nominal values with variation due to
outside perturbations. It seems reasonable to assume that the pilot will use
the linearized version of the automatic system around the nominal values. In
addition, we will assume that the longitudinal and lateral dynamics are de-
coupled in the pilot's model. The block diagrams of the three control loops
are shown in Figure 2, and the basic configuration was taken from reference 8.
Therefore the three closed loop transfer functions are given by
Su	 10(S+0.1)
Sun r (5+8.8) (S+ .98) (5+0.13)
where:
31.3
$9n	(5+0.5)(5+5.5)(S +5.455+11.4)
Sts	 47
Sin	 (S +115+58)(5 +1.55+0.81)
(1)
u - velocity
y - flight path angle
6 - pitch	 (2)
-- heading
(3)
The letter b is used to identify the inputs as perturbations rather than com-
mands, and the outputs are the responses to these perturbations . The sub-
script n is used because the input perturbations are modelled as zero mean
white Gaussian processes. The source for these perturbations is usually the
wind gusts, and therefore the inputs to the subsystem are correlated and are
derived from the amplitude and direction of these gusts. Two of the above
subsystems are of fourth order and one is of third order. Another integration
of each subsystem output is needed to obtain the aircraft position. There-
fore, we assume that the pilot uses only the dominant poles, namely the ones
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with the longer• time constants.	 Tlhe final model that is used in the pilot
model is
^u	 1/(S+l)	 (4)
n
sa	
° 1/((S+0.5)(S+2.7))
	 (5)
f n
1	
1/(S2+1.5S+0.81) 	 (6)
n
Dote that the steady state gain and the steady state variance of the response
to a stationary random input were kept the same as in the original systems.
Having three decoupled systems, we can define 8 state variables by trans-
'	 forming equations (4) to (6) to their state space format. 	 Define
xl --	 r6u	 x2 --	 au	 x3 -	 Ay	 x4 =	 dY
(7)
X5	 0.5856a	 x6 =	 I8^	 -	 x7 =	 S	 x8 = g6c/VO
The dynamics in matrix notation are:
X - FX + GU	 (8)
where
F10	 0 0	 1	 001
F=	 0	 F2 0	 F1 - 10 11	 F2	 0	 0	 1
y	
0	 0	
F3	 0 -1.35 -3.2
r
i'
Q
E 0	 1	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
F3	 0	 0	 l	 UT	 ! &un , dBn , din 	 GT --	 0	 0	 0	 0 1.350	 0	 0
j0 -0.81 --1.5	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 ..8
The perturbations in the aircraft position in terms of the above state variables
are given by (using the fact that yo is small):
dx = C040x2 - VDsinri ox6
6y = sine ox i - V 0 004px 6 	 (9)
6Z = Yo x i + vax3
where the subscript o designates nominal values.
All the variables that are displayed to the pilot can now be represented
as linear functions of the state variables
1.	 Glideslope Indicator: 	 yi = (-cosiPo/xN+Yo/xN ) x 1+vox 31xN+V osinN x6/2
2.	 Localizer:	 Y 2 = (cos^o /(1.23-xN)2+sinOo/(1.23-xN)3xi
' + IvocosiPo /(1.23-xN)-vosinq)o/(1.23-xN)2l x6
s	 .
3.	 Airspeed indicator: 	 y 6 	 xz
i
so
r`
4. Altitude indicators y 4 = x 4 + xs/0.585
	
(pitch) .
Y 4 - voxe/g
	 (roll. angle)
5. Horizontal situation display: Y6 = x7
6. Altimeter: Y T = Ya.x l+ vax3
^F
}
4
7. Vertical speed indicator: ys = Ycxs + vOx4
X in the above equations is the nominal value in the x direction which is
imte varying.
THE FAILURE DETECTION MODEL
In the last section we suggested a simplified linear model which the pilot
is assumed to use as a model for the instrument output dynamics. on the basis
of these dynamics the failure detection model that was suggested by Gai (6) is
used. As mentioned before, the model consists of two stages: a linear esti-
mator and a decision mechanism. The linear estimator, the Kalman Filter, is
shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that due to the time dependency of the
measurements the Kalman gain K(t) is time varying. The filter produces esti-
mates for the state x(t) and the measurements y(t) as well as the measurement
error (residual) e(t) which is defined as
E(t) = y(L)	 j (t)	 (i0)
Any of these three quantities can be used as an input to the decision mechanism.
The observation residual is preferred for the following reasons:
1. The state variables are non--unique variables that can be defined in
many ways, while the observation residual is unique and well-defi4ied for
the subject.
2. The dimension of the state is in general larger than the dimension of
the residual.
3. The residual is more sensitive than the observation to the effect of
the failure (9)•.
4. The residual is a zero mean white process (10) in the unfailed mode
so successive observations are independent for Gaussian processes.
In the instrument failure mode, we will assume that a deterministic mean is
added to the measurement so that the residual is still white Gaussian with the
same variance but with a non-zero mean.
Since the pilot is using 3 instruments the problem of sharing of attention
has to be accounted for. This is done through the measurement noise in the
observer model. (11). If the pilot is observing more than one instrument, his
observation noise for each observation is increased by a constant factor that
is inversely proportional to the fraction of attention that he spends monitor-
ing that specific instrument. Finally, it should be noted that although the
state equations are decoupled, the Kalman Filter is a coupled 8 dimensional
system because of the coupling through the measurements. The model of the
estimation scheme is shown in figure 4.
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The decision mechanism is based on sequential, analysis (5). The classical.
sequential analysis uses the likelihood ratio 2(m) as a decision function after
m observations. Two criteria levels, A and B, are chosen, and the decision
rule is
	
if A(m) > A	 choose " failure"
	
if Z(m) < B	 choose "normal"
	
if B < X(m) < A
	 take another observation
A and B are determined by the desired probability of false alarm P(FA) and the
probability of miss P(MS) follows (5)
	
A = (l-P(MS))/P(FA)	 B = P(MS)/(l-P(FA)) 	 (11)
Since in our case, both distributions are white Gaussian with equal variances
and means zero and 6 1 (failure), the decision function (for 6 1 >0) is (6)
	
a(m) = E fe - 8 1 /2)	 (12)
i=1
	the upper criterion level is	 (1nQ /6 1 	(13)
	
and the lower criterion level is (lnB)/61
	 (14)
The classical theory cannot be applied directly to the failure detection
problem because the basic assumption in the derivation was that tine same mode
exists during the entire period. A failure detection problem is characterized
by a transition from the normal mode to the failure mode at some random time
t f . In order to overcome this difficulty, we followed Chein (12) by:
1. Resetting the decision function to zero whenever 1(m) is negative.
2. using only an upper criterion level Al which is modified to keep the
sake mean time between two false alarms as before including the
resetting.
The value of Al is related to A and B in equation (11) by the equation
A l - inA l - 1 =- --{lnA + (A -1)lnB/(l- B)}
The modified decision function is shown in Figure 5 avid the block diagram
of the basic decision mechanism is shown in Figure 6. For the case 0 1 < 0, the
decision function is
m
	
^i(m) = E (c i + 61/2)
	
(15)i=l
and only the lower criterion level is used. This criterion level is
-(lnA )/8 1
	(16)
The final block diagram of the decision mechanism is shown in Figure 7.
The operation of the proposed model, is actually quite simple in principle.
Its basic properties are:
I. A high pass filter as a first stage to obtain the residuals
2. Integration of the residual and comparison to a fixed threshold as a
i
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decision mechanism (6).
3. Only three parameters control the performance of the model.
a. The parameter designating the mean of a "failed" process, 61
b. The signal to noise ratio of the observation noise in the
Kalman Filter
c. The probabilities of the two types of error P(FA) and P(MS).
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Method
The Adage Model 30 Graphics Computer was used to simulate the non-linear
dynamics of a Boeing 707 and the control loops (7). The output variables were
fed into the instrument panel of a fixed based Boeing 707 simulator.
The simulation included the last five minutes of flight prior to touch
down from 10 miles from threshold and at 2500 feet altitude; the approach and
landing were fully automatic. The failures that were used were instrument
failures, so that they affected only the output variables and were not fed back
to the system. In order to limit the experimental requirements, we considered
only failures in two instruments, the glideslope (CS) indicator and the airspeed.
(AS) indicator. four levels of failures were included for each of the two
instruments. All failures were deterministic step changes that were fed into
the instrument through a single pole low pass Filter with 0.1 second time con-
stant. The magnitude of the failures for the AS indicator were
cl = 2a
V	 V
cx - 3cl	 c3 = 4aV 	 VCy = 59	 (17)
and for the GS indicator
c l = aGS	
c2 = 1.5c7GS
	
c3 = 2a GS	 C4 = 2.5o GS	 (18)
where a and a ' are the standard deviations of the perturbation from the nom-
inal of thedisplayed variable on the AS and GS indicators respectively. The
cutoff frequency of these perturbations were Tt/6 radians/sec. Two random num-
ber generators were used to choose the failure in each run; one determined
the instrument and the other the size of the failure. In addition, a third
random number generator was used to determine the time of failure, tf.
There was a single failure in 90% of the runs. The high percentage of
runs with failures was chosen to provide enough data in a reasonable experi-
mental time. There was no feedback to the pilot concerning his performance
because it was felt that such feedback would bias his decision, by driving him
to try to compensate for previous errors, or to overrelax after several correct
decisions.
Each subject participated in three experimental sessions each of which
included 16 runs, or a total of 48 runs. When the pilot detected a failure,
he pressed a button and the run was terminated. Otherwise, the run would go
until touch down. After termination of each run the subject was asked to fill
out a form in which he stated which instrument failed and how he detected the
failure.
$3
At the begianing of each session, a set of instructions was read to the
subject. In particular, he was told that failure would either be in the AS
or GS indicator, but that he could use other instruments for verification.
Results
The experimental results for two subjects are summarized in Table 1. The
tabel shows the mean and standard deviation of the detection time for failures
In the two instruments. The results are also shown in figures 8 through 11.
These figures include the mean detection times that were predicted by the model.
These mean values were obtained by the use of a Monte Carlo simulation, with
the same number of runs as in the experiment. The values for the three model
parameters were:
SNR = 36	 P(FA) = P(MS) = 0.05	 Wi = 0.25	 (19)
The level of P(Flk) was determined on the basis of the actual false alarm rate
that was found in the experimental data. For both subjects, the predicted
results seem to fit the experimental data well. Of course, better fit could
be obtained by change of the parameters in equation (19).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a model for the performance of a pilot as a
failure detector of instrument failures during an automatic landing. The
model consists of two stages: a linear estimator and a decision mechanism.
The linear estimator is the Kalman Filter which is determined from a simplified
model of displayed--variable dynamics that are used by the pilot. The filter
also accounts for the pilot's time sharing between instruments through the
observation noise. The decision mechanism is based on classical sequential
analysis with some modification for the failure detection case.
An experiment designed to test the validity of the model is described. In
this experiment, subjects had to detect failures in the glideslope and air-
speed indicators during a simulated landing in a Bc)eing 7C.7 fixed base simu-
lator. The results show that the predicted detection times fit the experi-
mental data well. It should be remembered, hGwever, that only instrument
failures in the form of a change in the mean were discussed. Additional
work is needed to verify the model to include failures that involve dynamic
changes as well.
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SUBJECT INSTRUMENT FAILUREMAGNITUDE
DETECTION TIMES (SECONDS)
C1 C2 C3 C4
E(td) 20.8 13.8 10.8 6.3
AS
B.M atd
5.9 2.7 2.1 2.7
E(td) 16.4 9.8 7.7 5.98
GS
atd 3.6 4.9 2.4 1.1
E(td) 25.4 20.8 16.9 8.2
AS
C.0 atd
5.9 4.0 2.5 2.8
E(td) 14.0 6.9 6.3 5.0
GS
CFtd 2.8 1.0 0.9i
0.9
TABLE I SUBJECTS PERFORMANCE IN MERI.MENTAL SESSIONS
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INTRODUCTION
Despite a vast accumulation of operational experience with the conduct of
low visibility instrument approaches, little is understood about the decision-
' making behavior of pilots who fly these approaches. Likewise, there is little
information regarding the man, system, and task-related factors which influence
this decision-making behavior. Such information is essential for the rational
design of new systems, or for the redesign of existing systems in order to
correct known deficiencies.
A major problem which has inhibited the study of pilot decision•-makin" be-
havior in the laboratory has been the unavailability of tasks, which incorporatc
the essential cognitive features of the real task, and which include those
motivational or stress-inducing features known to influence decision-making
performance. This paper describes a task which was d.esi?ned to simulate the
cognitive features of low visibility instrument approaches, and to produce
controlled amounts of subjective stress in pilots serving as subjects in exp-
eriments using the task.
Pilot behavior during low visibility instrument approaches can be analyzed
into at least two major categories: one is the continuous closed-loop manual
tracking behavior necessary to control the aircraft, and the other is the cog-
nitive, decision-making behavior required to make the decision to continue the
approach and landing, or to execute a missed approach. It is the second cat-
egory of behavior with which we are concerned here.
The difficulty of a decision-making task is, in part, determined b y the
uncertainty of the data used to make a decision. For example, the decision to
"go around" is a relatively easy one if, at the missed approach point, rh^:re
is nothing to be seen outside the aircraft, or if the approach lights ,ind
runway have been clearly visible for the last two miles of tfie a p proach. Lt is
when the approach lights or runwoy are barely visible, and then only intermit-
tently, that the decision-making task becomes more difficult.'
A second class of variables which are known to influence the outcome of
decision-making tasks is best illustrated by the various kinds of asychologi^cif.
stressors acting upon the pilot. Of particular interest here are 'he pressures
perceived by the pilot to complete the approach, to make an on-time arrival,
to save fuel, and even to save "face".
We have assumed that it is necessary to use a simulation task which incor-
porates both kinds of variables, informational and psychological, co success-
fully study pilot decision-making behavior in the laboratory. The task helow
was designed to meet those requirements. This paper describes our preliminary
experiments in the measurement of decisions and the inducement of stress in
simulated low visibility approaches.
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METHOD
A schematic of the apparatus as seen by the pilot-subject is shown in Fig.
1. The buttons available to the subject are RVR (to request an RVR reading),
turn rate buttons (left, 0, or right), and GA, the go around button to initiate
a Missed approach.
In the central portion of the CRT is a plan view of the approach. In the
lower part of the screen are three dots corresponding to the position of the
approaching aircraft (present position, position one second ago, and position
5 seconds ago). In the center of the screen are two pairs of dots correspond-
ing to the middle marker location, equivalent to the 200 foot decision height
for a Category I approach. 	 Farther up the screen are the runway outline.
threshold, and three pairs of approach lights or lead-in lights. :above that
are scores posted for the results of any one trial: on this approach the sub-
ject would receive 100 points for a safe landing and -40 points for a missed
approach. On the left of the screen is an RVR scale with two indices corres-
ponding to 0 RVR and that for the legal minimum (2400 feet). 	 On the right
side of the screen is an altimeter which has a dynamic range o.` 0 to 220 feet.
The oointer indicating altitude is pegged at the r ipper right until the a  rcraft
nears the middle marker; as the aircraft passes through the middle mari:t^r, the
indicated altitude passes through 200 feet.
A random wand disturbance from the side (correlation time of 50 seconds) is
introduced to provide a moderately easy control task for the pilot. C^-_In.rol is
maintained by pushing one of the three turn-rate buttons. T,>e aircraft has
the capability of being in either the 0 turn rate (constant he cl i nc or a stan-
dard turn rate to the right or left. 	 The pilot's task in these approaches is
to "fly" the aircraft through the gate, over the approach lights, and on to
the runway. (The aircraft's position shown in Figure lis close to the initial
condition point.) Only lateral position is important, for if the pilot crosses
the extended threshold line, but is not over the runway a crash is recorded.
If at ­y time before the aircraft crosses the extended threshold line., tht-
pilot hits the go--around button, a standard rate left turn is initialed until
the heading reaches 60 0 from "North" at which time the computer pro,-ra:I,assumes
that a missed approach was made.
The runway and approach lights may appear either to the right or left o±
the middle marker center line, and may be closer or farther away thu,1 th,, nab.m-
inal position to represent electronic guidance errors. This is rh^_^appr)printo
aircraft-centered view, and simulates the case when on ,^ is fl-y in ;	 I.i.S %,,ith
needles exactly centered, but finds the runway to the left or right c:hun bre::l:-
our occurs, and the case when one is either high or low of the indicated
altitude.
The slant range "visibility" is included in the program, even though the
intensity in the CRT has only two values (on, off). There are 5 "characters"
drawn by the PDP-12 graphics system under visibility control: the three pairs
of lead-in lights, and the right and left halves of the runway/threshold ]i,°.qty.
Should the center of any of these five characters be within a square (cu+it^red
at the aircraft position) whose half-width is the slant range visibility, then
this character will be turned "on" and will be visible. The approach lights
are turned off as one gets close to each pair, to simulate their passing
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underneath the nose of the airplane; this also prevents the subject from ob-
taining unrealistic lateral guidance information.
A computer program was written to generate files of approach trajectories
and currently has a catalogue of nine approach trajectories.	 Five of these
trajectories have constant (but different) slant range visibilities leading to
the following effect: when the middle marker is passed, nothing is in view;
soon the first approach light appears, followed by the second and then the third;
as the first approach light is neared, it disappears (passes underneath), and
then the runway/ threshold lights suddenly appear and a safe landing can be
accomplished. The decrea.ing slant range visibility in this group of five tra-
jectories is such that one must proceed farther and farther beyond the middle
marker (or below decision height) before the first approach light is sighted.
The fifth of these five trajectories is zero-zero visibility, so the approach
lights and runway/threshold lights never appear. The other four trajectories
correspond to:
(1) a high vii ility approach (runway and approach lights are visible as
shown in figure 1 at all times)
(2) an extremely optimistic RVR reading, but very low slant range
visibility
(3) passing through a fog bank after initial acquisition of the approach
lights: the approach lights and runway lights "drop out", only to
reappear after three to four seconds
(4) fog bank as in (3), but the approach and runway lights do not
reappear.
PROCEDURE
In the first set of experiments, we had the following objectives:
(1) to structure the experimental setting to make the pilot as aversive
to a crash in the simulator as he would be in real life
(2) t ,^ alter the decision strategies by manipulating the relative values
of a landing and a missed approach.
The first objective was desirable to make the decisions as meaningful as pos-
sible. After "sacrificing" several pilots, we finally arrived at the following
procedure.
As the subject is led into the experimental chamber, he is shown a poster-
sized list on the wall of people whc have previously been subjects in the exp-
eriment. Each subject is listed by name, organization, and score (the total
number of points accumulated over the 50 data trials). The first subjer,t on
the list was a fictitious one (in this case) and in place of his point score
was the word CRASHED in bright red letters. The experimenter writes in the
subject's name and organization (e.g. Joe ,Tones, TWA) and leaves the score
column blank. The subject is told at that time that should he crash during
the data trials, even if on the first data trial, his services are no longer
requirr:d. That is, in terms of the experiment, tie is "dead".
It was obvious to the subject at this point that he was committed to follow
through the experiment, and the idea that he might crash and have the event
recorded for all to see had a very noticeable effect on almost all the subjects.
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Each of the pilots was allowed a total of 25 -practice approaches, the first
10 of which were high visibility approaches so that he could become familiar
with the dynamics of the simulation, the wind and turbulence levels, and the
layout of the approach lights, runway, etc. After a brief rest period, the
pilots participated in the 50 data trials -- it was during these trials that
j	 a crash would mean immediate dismissal.
The 50 data trials were composed of six "wild card" approaches, e.g. the
approach lights dropping out and then reappearing, or approach lights dropping
out and not coming back. The remaining 44 trials were the ones examined for
pilot decision-making behavior and consisted of eleven replications of four
meteorological visibility levels of 0, 20, 30 and 40 display units, where a
visibility of 50 corres ponded to having the first approach light come into
view as decision height was reached.
These 44 approaches were assigned go-around scores of 100 points for the
highest visibility down through -80 points for the lowest visibility and were
not assigned randomly, but in a manner *which we though would make the decision
most difficult. In general., a negative score corresponded to a low visibility
approach and a high positive score to the high visibility approaches.
The data recorded during each approach consisted of a "frame" composed of
the current x,y position, the displayed RVR, the state of the turn-rate control
and the state of the go-around button. These frames were recorded whenever a
control action was executed, an RVR request made, and wizen the go-around 'button
was pressed. From these data, we can infer the number of times the RVR was
requested, the control activity, and the altitude and Cross track error at the
time of go-around should one be requested.
QUESTIONNAIRE
Thirteen pilot-subjects participated in the test and completed a question-
naire, but as the simulation was changed after the first three pilots, they
were not included in the data regarding the simulation itself. Of there-siaining
10 subjects, 8 are airl'ne pilots and 2 are IFR rated NASA employees.
The questionnaire consisted of 3 major parts: recent experience in .low
visibility approaches and missed approaches; fidelity of the decision simula-
tion; and stress ratings for actual low visibility approaches and the simula-
tion.
Recent Experience
Of the 10 pilots completing the questionnaire, 7 had made a total of 37
Category I approaches within the last 12 months (six of these 37 approaches
were military approaches). Only 2 missed approaches were made by these 7
pilots. When asked what were the most common causes for exe ,_uting a missed
approach (based on their experience), the 3 most frequently mentioned items
vere
runway alignment/crosswinds 	 7 times
visibility	 5 times
other traffic	 3 tinges
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Simulation Fidelity
The subjects were asked to comment via the questionnaire about the simul-
ator fidelity only with res ect to the decision of whether or not to continue
an approach. This was done both on a semantic differential scale (Totally
Unlike - Completely Identical) and by soliciting comments on the similarities
and dissimilarities of the simulation to an actual low visibility approach.
The ratings of the subjects are shown in Table I where it is seen that the
mean fidelity rating is 5.2 with a standard deviation of 1.87, indicating the
usual dispersion in intersubject ratings.
Comments on the similarities of the simulation to a low visibility approach
detailed the assimilation of information through different sources (RVR, alti-
tude, and runway alignment). When commenting on the dissimilarities, 3 pilots
mentioned the lack of danger ("one will not die if you miss", "... lacks the
element of danger"). Two of the pilots mentioned that in a real approach more
reliance would be placed on decision height, i.e., that it is a cut and dried
decision (a go, no--go situation). Another commented that he felt the reward
structure was not correct because in actual flight the rewards for going
below minima may be the loss of job, etc, whereas reward here is a higher
point count.
There were other comments made about dissimilarities of the simulator and
the actual approach: three pilots mentioned that the visual cues were differ-
ent, and one pilot mentioned the fixed turn rate characteristics of the simu-
lator. Those were offered even though the question specifically asked about
the similarities of decision making; either the questions were misunderstood
or these factors really do influence the decision. In either case, we felt
that these latter two factors are of secondary importance in the light of the
other dissimilarities mentioned by the pilots.
Stress Ratings
The pilots were asked to rate the stress of the experimental taE' • and an
actual low visibility approach on a semantic differentia'_ scale (Not at all
stressful -- Extremely stressful); the results are shown in the other columns
of Table I. We have added columns showing the difference in stress rating,
and the simulator stress (rating) is a fraction of the actual stress (rating).
Of these 10 subjects, three felt that the simulator was at least as stressful
as an actual low visibility approach. At the other extreme, is subject number
six who reported that the simulator "lacks the element of danger".
RESULTS
One pilot misunderstood 'the instructions because he initiated a missed
approach after safely crossing the threshold many times during the 50 data
trials and therefore received less than full point score. His data were not
analyzed.
Learning
A statistical test was used to ascertain whether or not a learning effect
was present for the subject group by performing an analysis of variance on the
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pull-up altitude for those 11 approaches made under zero/zero visibility
conditions. This analysis of variance included the approach number as a co-
variate and, if significant, would suggest a linear trend in pull-up altitude
with trial number. The results of this analysis of variance indicated th.nt ti,e
covariate of approach (trial) number did not contribute a statistically signi-
ficant linear component to the pull-up altitude. Thus the linear trend was
ignored in the remainder of the analyses.
Classification of Approaches into
Land/Go-Around
The 44 approaches for each of the 4 pilots were examined for classification
into the classes of land/go-around using a stepwise discriminant analysis pro-
gram (BMD 07M). The variables included for the selection in the stepwise dis-
crimination were the following:
(V/V MAX ) n n = 1,2,3	 Actual visibility on the approach(0 < V /VMAX < 1)
(S/Sx) n n = 1,2,3	 Score increment for selecting a go-^
around
(-0.80 < S/SMAX < 1.0)
(V/V	 )(S/S1AX )	 Interaction between visibilit y andMAX
score
LOC
	
Visible localizer deviation at
go-around
The linear, quadratic, and cubic component of visibility and go-around score
are self explanatory and the interaction term was included to test for its
significance. The localiz-r deviation was also included and ta ken to be the
maximum visible localizes deviation. It was set to 0 on the 0/0 approaches
since it would not be available to the pilot, and was also set to zero on the
approaches which were successfully completed.
The significant variables selected by the stepwise discriminant proryram
are shown in Table II for each subject; these coefficients have b,-en n.).-rial
ized so that the coefficient of VA I
	is u,iity.	 In this table, in i ncr,_,ise
in the discriminant function will ,bLY put the approach into the ";find" class
The resulting classification using this discriminant function is also s:lo-_r l -i-n
the table ar"d it gives very good results on these data (although ono_ mu,­ L W-,
cognizant that the classification is performed on the data from which tls(_- dis-
criminant- function was determined.)
The major points to be ascertained from the table are first, the go-around
score was almost useless as a basis for discriminating among approaches with
the exception of Subject number 6. (This particular discriminant function
must be treated with care since it incorporates almost all the variables and
includes a sign of V/V+ , which is opposite from all the other discriminant
functions.) The secona point of interest is the nearly equal coefficient on
the quadratic component of visibility, indicating the decrease in etLer.tivc-
;r
tress of actual visibility in classifying an approach into "land". Thus the
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contribution of visibility to the discriminant function varies from 0 (for
V/VMAX of 0) to 0.4 (for V/VMAx - 1.0) for most subjects.
a
i	 The coefficient for the localizer deviation can be used to determine the
?	 sensitivity of the cross-track error in classifying approaches into "land" or
"go-around".	 This result is shown in the right hand column of Tab1A II and
is the localizer error (in degrees) which has the same effect on the discrim-
inant function as a full-range change in slant range visibility. 	 This gives
the importance of localizer error relative to visibility in determining the
classification.
r
+	 A DYNAMIC DECISION MODEL
In this section, we briefly describe a decision-theoretic approach to the
modelling of pilot decisions during the simulation of low visibility approaches.
A straightforward application of the Subjective Expected Utility (SEU) theory
is complicated by the dynamic character of the decisions since the Lheory re-
lates to static decision alternatives, rather than Lhe everchanging situations
experienced by pilots. 	 Nonetheless, we have developed an extension (based on
SEU models) which appears to be plausible, and it is one which we think will
be a valuable tool in further investigations.
The dynamic decision model is based on the assumption of the existence of k
a decision function which can be written
D(V,S,L,h)	 BLAND - EGA	 (1}
where D is the decision function, an explicit function of visibility (V), go-
around score/incentive (S), the cross--track or localizer deviation (L), and
the current altitude (h). This decision function is the comparison of the SEU
for LAND and the SEU for making a missed approach or a go-around U
GA . Under
the assumption that the utilities for landing, crashing, and going around are
independent of the probabilities, Subjective Expected Utilities take the form
ULAND ` P 
LAND (V,L,h)U(LAND) + P CRASH (V,L,h)U(CRASH)	 (2)
tCA = l'U(GO AROUND) = U(S)	 (3)
where P
LAND	 C8^1517
and P	 are the subjective probabilities for landing and crash-
ing and	 U(•) zs the corresponding utility. These expressions show the
dependence on the approach variables V, L, h and the incentive for going
around S.
A schematic plot of the decision function and how it might change with
altitude is shown in Figure 2. We have displayed possible variations of UhAND
during, an approach and its comparison with D which remains constant through-
out the approach. If at any time the SEU of landing hecon ►es less than that
of going around, the decision is made to initiate a missed approach.
A missed approach, denoted by the solid line of Figure 2, is a sketch of
how the SEU of landing might behave during an approach for which the approach
lights are never siGhted. The SEU of landing decreases with altitude because
the' subjective probability of landing is decreasing (and that of crashing is
increasing) until, at point A, a missed approach is initiated. The SEU of an
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approach shown by the dotted line starts out higher than the previous approach
(perhaps because of a larger reported RVR) and it, too, decreases until point
B when the approach lights are sighted. This causes an immediate jump in the
probability of landing (hence the step change in SEU of landing) and from this
point gradually increases until point C when the landing is successfully accom-
plished. If,on the other hand, the aircraft starts deviating from the local-
iaer (say) at point D, and the pilot has diffirulty in stabilizing the approach,
then the subjective probability for landing will decrease causing a decrease
in the SEU for landing until point £ where a missed approach is initiatied
because of misalignment with the runway.
The point of greatest interest, of course, is at the instant of deciding
to initiate a missed approach. At this instant the SEU of landing and go-
around are equal, i.e.
a LAND (V , L , h*) = VCA (S)	 (4)
where h* is the altitude at which the go-around decision was made and is
written
h* = g(V,L,S)
	 (S)
To test for the possible existance of such a relation, we performed a stepwise
regression (using B IMD 02R) on the go-around score (S/S 1ky ), score/visibility
interaction (S/S `, ^{ )(V/V	 ), and the localizes deviation (1.). The main
effects of meteoroiogicaT visibility were not included because the majority of
the go-around decisions were made under 0/0 visibility conditions. Table III
shows the. regression coefficients selected by the stepwise regression program;
those coefficients which have a non-zero value as indicated by Student's t
test are indicated with an asterisk. Note that the data for subjects 2,3,4
are not included because the stepwise regression program did not find a signi-
ficant regression on the variables indicated. The multiple regression, coeffi-
cient is highest for those cases for which few go-around decisions were made
during approaches :,hen any visibility existed (recall that 11 of the approaches
shown were made under 0/0 conditions). While the coefficients indicate the
type of behavior one would expect, e.g, an increased decision altitude due to
increased go-around scores, these data must be considered preliminary because
of the experimental design (see the discussion section).
These results are quite encouraging and indicate that the subjectively
expected utility model proposed here may lead to a valuable vie..Tpoint from
which to examine pilot decision making during low visibility approach.
SUMMARY
Stress;
One of the major goals outlined for this preliminary set of experiments
was to investigate methods of applying psychological stress analogous to the
stress of an actual low visibility approach. It was found that the stress
rating in the simulation, as reported on semantic differential scales, was an
average of 0.8 times the stress rating of an actual low visibility approach.
The success in applying the stress was not uniform, however, for several
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subjects reported they "would not die" if they crashed in the simulation.
Other subjects remarked that descending below the decision height of 200 feet
would result in censure by regulatory or company authorities; this seemed a.;
:important to them as the prospect of an (unlikely) crash, Thus it may be
meaningful to include another penalty in the simulation; if the subjects are
"caught" descending below minimums, they will be penalized (say) by a score
equivalent to two or three landings.
Go-Around Incentives
The range of go-around scores did not induce as much behavioral change as
4	 was expected, and the results of the experiment indicate that considerably mo+-a
score differential will be required to induce pilots to initiate a missed ap-
proach. For example, when offered 100 points for the no-tisk go-around or 100
points for a successful landing, most pilots initiated the approach and almost
all continued until tauchdown, even though a riskleos go-around was available.
This suggests that the utility of landing is strongly affected by the accom-
plishment of this feat, or that the level of risk taking in a go-around is too
low and this alternative does not present enough of a challenge to the pilots.
Behavioral Models
One model of behavior which may apply here is the Theory of Achievement
Motivation (Atkinson, 19b4). This model is of a form similar to the ScU model
described above except that the utilities depend on the subjective probabili-
ties: for example, the utility of succeeding at an easy task is low, while
succeeding on a difficult (high risk) task is high. Conversely, the utility
of failing on ?n easy task is low (one loses face), whereas there is no dis-
Utility (loss of face) on failing to succeed on a risky task. Risk taking
behavior is said to be determined by two personality traits; need for achieve-
ment and test anxiety. The Theory of Achievement %lotivation predicts that
those individuals with a high need for achievement and a low test anxiety will
taire an intermediate level of risk, whereas individuals with a low need for
achievement and high test anxiety will take extreme levels of risk: a low
level of risk to insure success, or a high level of risk in which success is
not really expected. Atkinson draws analogies to aspirations in empivyn nt as
well as more quantitative behavioral tests such as the "ring; toss" e::peririenr.
We have conducted some informal experiments at MIT using a ball-toss p,1rnJ i,m
involving two levels of difficulty; the results of this undergraduate student
project will be reported elsewhere.
A preliminary attempt was made to apply the Theory of Achievement Motiva-
tion to the experimental results described above. An obvious measure of test
anxiety is the stress ratio recorded by the subjects (stress in thesi.mulation!
stress in actual low visibility approach). Measures of success and need for
achievement are ambiguous, however, since point score and number of landings
may be considered as measures of both.
Nonetheless, if one considers (a) the final score as a measure of success;
(b) the stress fraction as the measure of test anxiety; and (c) the number o`
landings as the measure of the need for achievement (e.g. sticking with an
27
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approach through approach light dropout, etc.), then classification of the
pilots on this basis (b) and (c), indicates the following: the pilots with the
lower success level (lower score) exhibited a low need for achievement and high
test anxiety (as the theory predicts), but the pilots with a higher success
level (higher score) exhhited not only a high need for achievement but a
higher stress Level (rather than the theoretically predicted low stress).
Although there are not enough subjects to validate this conjecture statistic-
ally, it may well be that the Theory of Achievement Motivation is not applicable
in those cases where the result of the failure is catastrophic, and that mod-
ification to the theory may be required for situations such as are considered
here.
In summary, both a dynamic version of Subjective Expected Utility :Models
and (a modified) Theory of Achievement Motivation may be useful in describing
decision behavior of pilots in a simulated low visibility approach.
REFERENCES
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FlGI I RE 2.	 Decision f7mction versus altitude
Subject/
Organiza-
f	 tion
Simulator
Fidelity
Elating
Stress
Rating
-Actual.
Approach
Stess	 SSIM-SACTRating
Simulator
SSIM'
SACT
.67
A
1/A 7 3 2 —1
2/B 7 p4 6 2 i.50
3/C 3 7 3 -4 .43
4/B 3 8 5 --3 .62
5/B 7 8 6* `2 .75
6/A 4 7 2 -5
i
.28
7/A 7 6 6 0
j
1.00
z
8/C 6.5 5.5 5.5 0 1.00
9/D 2.8 7 4 -3 .57
10/D 5 8 6.5 --1.5 .81 }
Mean 5.23 6.35 4.60 -1.75 .763
S.D. 1.87 1.73 1.73 2.01 .344
* Indicated a change to 2 later in the trials
FABLE I	 Semantic differential ratings of simulator fidelity
and stress
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CLASSIFICATION LOCALIZER DEVIATION
EQUIVALENT TO FULL
S V V	 2 S S	 2 S	 3 S	 V R	
L	
G VISIBILITY CHANGE
LS {V {V	 } {S	 ) {S	 ? {S	 } { S 	} tV 	) 110C L
8 MAX MAX MAX iA X MAX MAX	 ^IAX 0 GH
P
1 1.0 -0.155 -0.352 -0.0185 21 45.6°20
2 1.0 -0.650 -0.00432 30 10 81.0'
3 1.0 -0.507 -0.065 -0.180 -0.0109 30 45.0011
4 1.0 -0.673 -0.0045 21 72.6014
5 1.0 -0.746 -0.00695 30 1° 36.10
6 -1.0 1.34 0.650 0.14 -0.417 -0.793 --0.0066 23	 20 51.20
7 1.0 -0.619 -0.00848 20 10 44.30
8 1.0 -0.695 -0.101 -0.00679 27 44.9°16
9 1.0 -0.635 -0.0088 30 10 41.50
Table 1r Coefficients of Discriminant Function (Normalized such that 'V/V
MAX
i= 1,9)
SUB	 CONS T S
S
MAX
^-- = 2
^S	 ^
MAX
S	 3
^5	 ^
MAX
S	 V
(S	 V	 )
MAY	 MAX
1 88.6 124* 45* -106*
5 17.3 -143.3* -136.7* 318*
6 44.9
	
a 30.6 66.5* 19.7 -62.8
7 101.0 245* 41.3* -185*
8 71.3 111.6* 10.1 --93.6* -140*
9 -17.4 -78.5 79.1* -44.4*
1
5
6
7
8
9
LOCALIZER MU:.TIPLE
0 (^e}
N
1.41* 0.77 16.1 21
-0.070 0.92 10.5 14
0.69 26.5 21
-3.81* 0.97 5.0 15
-0.32 0.91 10.5 17
1.02 0.94 6e2 14
TABLE III Regression coefficients for altitude of go-around decision
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Program Abstracts/Algorithms
A mu ltinomial maximum
likelihood program (MUNONM)
RENWICK E. CURRY
Man-Vehicle Laboratory
Department of Aeronautics and.4stronautics
Massachusetts Institute of Technologv
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
In our research on modeling sensory and decision phenomena,
we were soon confronted with the task of evaluating both old
and new models using both old and new data. Rather than design
an ad-hoe estimation program for each new model, as is typically
done, we developed an "executive" program that provides a
general method for estim4ting parameters and simultaneously
provides fle.xibility for accommodating new models with a
ininirnurn amount of programming. Our experience with canned
computer pro g rams has been equivocal, so we decided to provide
only the general framework and let the user accomplish the
objective of estimatin g parameters for his particular model by
writing a new subroutine within the constraints of the cxecui,ive
program.
The most common class of distributions for which parameters
must be extracted ar p t multinomial distributions resultin g front a
stimulus-response cL ssifi,ation, e,):., binar y responses M-S-NO
or two alternative forced choice methods), the method of
successive categories iratin g scales), or transition probabilities in
a Markov chain, Mrhough a number of methods exist far
estimating such parameters (nestle, 1971) we have chosen the
maximum likelihood inethod and have implemented the scoring
of Rao to adjust the parameters from one iteration to the next.
We have chosen the maximum likelihood (ML) m_thod because
M it is a member of the class of consistent asymptotically
normal cstin;ators (CAN) under suitable conditions iRao. 1973);
(2) it will easily handle situations in which ali the responses fall
into one category; (3) there are many situations in which the
maximum likelihood estimator can be shorn to yield unique
estimates for pararnct<<rs (other estimation techniques ntay have
this property as well); and (41 it is the only one exhibiting first
order efficiency (Rao, 1973).
Other authors have :ucccssfully asud the anaximunt likelihood
method with Rao's woring method in signal delectiun type
models is Dorfman and Alf. 1968-; Dorfman and Alt. 1969;
Dorfman. Beavers, & Saslow, 1973; Grey & 11or,an, 1972;
Ogilvie & Crcelman, 1968). 1 f.is pro ,
--rim differs primarily in its
ability to estimate pararnelers for a wide variety of models.
A BRIFF REVIEW Of=
MAXIMUM LIKLLIJIOOD LSTLMATION
Necessary Conditions for a Maximum
In this section, we surnmarize the pertinent aspects of the
maximum likelihood (ML) estitnatitrs pertaining to the practical
considerations of carrying out the estimation process. JSce the
excellent descriptions by Rao (1973) and Kendall & Stuart
(1967) for a more detailed discussion of ML cstirnators.1 We will
formulate the problem as it is usually encountered in behavioral
research, that i::, in the form of a mullinornial distribution
containing paraneters to be estimated. We specify by lli
 the
theoretical conditional proi, bility of observed response
Sponsored b y
 NASA Grunt NGR 221109 .733. Alan-Machine
Integration Brunch, NASA-Ames Research Center.
jo = 1, ...,n) given stimulus i(i = 1, ...,m). Thus, we have a
series of multinomial distributions ( multimultinomial), and it is
assumed that the responses in each of these distrihutions Lite
independent. Under these conditions, the likelihood function for
the multinomial distribution is proportional to L(x) (Rao,
1973).
m n
L(x) = I 11 i. PrL (x),	 (t )
where x is the R-dunensional parameter vector to be estimated
and rU is the number of "j" responses observed when the
stimtdus is specified at condition "i.-
As is usual, we will consider the natural logarithm of the
likelihood function, since it is easier to deal with numerically
and analytically, and its maxhnurn occurs at the same point as
that of the Ukelthood function.
rn n
Rn L(x) = 2(x) = E ^`'. ruRnP b (x).	 (2)
The first order necessary conditions for an ex t remum point of
the likelihood function are given by the (components of the)
vector equation:
i}R = L c,	 L	 —,a =o.
	 (3)
aX i=1j1 ru V\) ax
Whether any e%tremum paint tijuMying (3) is a hrcal maxirnurn.
niminiuni, or saddle point is fourt,l by examining the ei_,CnVa!L1eS
of the matrix or' second partial dernatives or the llcssian matrix
a= R 	 in X	 ry Ini ^ JZ.
i=1 Pu (x)  ax 	ax
m n iii a' N
+ i-1 i 1 % (x) ax'	 (4)
Finding the Maximum
Since the necessary conditions for an extretnum (3) are rarely,
if ever, analytically tractable, an iterative approach is called for.
The general form of the paramcIer updating tcchniclue usually
takes the form
Xi'. = x t + A,a a4+ 	 (5)
ax
where x i is the parameter estimate at the ith iteration, dki3 ; is
the gradient evaluated at the , point x i , and the matrix Ai
determines the al;, orithni by which one seeks the rnaximum of
tits likelihood function. One approach, Rao's ;:coring method, is
to construct the matrix A from an approximation to the
information matrix
m n	 r	 aPry	 )P	 1
A 
i 1 1 IP4. w	 dx	 ax	
(til
Note that the matrix A t is the nes]ative of the liessian matrix (4)
with the last set of terms oinitted. An advantage of the method
of scoring is that the ntatri.x Ai can be calculated from the
gradient itself, and the second partial derivatives of P d
 are not
needed. When inverted, as it must be for the iterations, the
inverw becomes the Cramer-Rau lower bound covariance matrix
of estimation errors in the parameter ,x. See Curry (Note I ) for a
more detailed discussion of these points.
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MUNOML: The Executive Search Program
As can be seen from Equations (3). (5), and (6), the only
quantities needed to carry out the search function are the m x n
quantities Pii , and the m x n X ft quantities ai'i ii axk . We have
written MUi iOSIL to carry out the search operation using only
the numerical values of the probabilities and the partial
derivatives. These numerical values are provided by a user
supplied subroutine which is called once in each iteration. cycle.
This provides an extremely flexible tool for estimating
parameters of grouped data, i.e.. for multinomial distributions,
Thus. It will accommodate any behavioral model in which the
stimuli and responses are drawn from discrete element sets as
long as aPli /axk is continuous. The theoretical form of the
underlying distributions within the model are contained in the
subroutine. The range of distributions and models is almost
limitiess; One may treat continuous sensory models (signal
detection theory); Thurstonian scaling; discrete sensory models
(rectilinear ROC curves); predictions of judgments and choice by
the method of successive categories (more Thurstonian scaling).
The distributions may belong to the same location; scale family
(Gaussian, logistic. arc sine. etc.) or they may involve imbedded
parameters (e.e., the beta distribution),
In addition to the maximization of the likelihood function
with respect to the parameters, we have included a x'
goodness-of--fit test for the final parameter estimates, given by
m a { r 	 T	 n
x t =	 -Pi ^) . where ri =	 rq;	 (7)
i= 11°	 rlPri	 1 -1
df= m(n-I)-¢.
The degrees of freedom are obtained by finding
 the number of
independent measurements and subtractin g
 the number of
parameters bein g estimated. We also have included another X'
computation in which all cells for which the expected number of
responses is Iess than four are pooled with adjacent cells and the
degrees of freedom are reduced accordingly.
MODELS IN SIGNAL DETEMON AND RECOGNITION
Psychological Continuum (Thurstonian) Models
Rating scales-The method of successive categories: in the
method of successive categories Bock & Jones. 1968), or the
rating method in psychophysics (Green & S xets, 1966), the
observed measures are P ii , the probability of eliciting response
Rl , given stimulus S i. These sensory -continuum models assume
that each presentation of a stimulus maps to a point an an
internal continuum. and these same probabilities. as predicted by
the models, take the form
(13)
stimulus: and b i = l /al and ai m mi/ai are an alternative set of
parameters introduced for convenience.
To remove the ambiguity of the origin and scale factor of the
distributions. we assign
11, = L which fixes scale
a, = 0, which fixes oriLin. 	 (10)
Equations(10) are particularly useful when using rating scale
methods in psychophysics, since one can arbitrarily assign the
noise process to stimulus S, . and all distributions are scaled with
noise standard deviation so that b i becomes the ratio of noise
standard deviation to signal ,tandard deviation. In the
equal-variance case, a i is the normalized separation between
-noise" and "signal" distributions. often called d;.
Multiple SNR pairs with equal variance: One of the new
models. that we have investigated is for decision behavior at
multiple signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) in which the experimental
conditions were such that an equal-variance Gaussian model is
apropos. Rather than work with criterion cut-off points,' it u
more meaningful to deal with the tog likelihood ratio which, for
equal-variance Gaussian distributions. can be shown to be
	
X (u) =d i jb i u - li-(a i +ai.l)]	 i=1.3..,..m-1• (11)
In the above expression. we have u ,4d the convention that the
stimuli are ordered by equal SNR pairs. i.e.. S, :;nd S: hate the
same SNR, S3 and S, are at another SNR, etc. When this
expression for the log likelihood ratio is substituted into
Equation (9) for the deviates with u = c if. we obtains
Z1+1. 1 = Xi. i/d`f + d i/2 i = 1.3... - m - I
€12)
	
Zi.i = X i.i ldi - d i'/2	 j = 2.3, .... n .
If one assumes a constant likelihood decision rule, then N id = &I
for all I.
Discrete Sensory Models
The discrete sensory models lead to the prediction of
rectilinear ROC curves (e.g., see Krantz, 1969 & Luce,
1963).These may be expressed by
N	 N
PH = p o + iX Api5(c - I)	 PF A u q o + iiAgiS(c i)
Pii = P(Ri1Si) = Nei 4 u < c i+1/S()
oP(c}-Pi 4 u -Ki < 9+1—W ^
of	 at
	
01.
with the constraint
N	 N
Po + 12; Ap i = qo + iE 4% = 1,
F-
1,
F (Z i,i +1)
 - F(Zi,i)
	 where N is the number . of limbs in the ROC; PH and P FA are the	 d
theoretical values for the probabilit y of a hit and false alarm;po,	 ti = L2; ..., m	 n.	 (8)
	 Ap t, q,, Aq i describe the form of the ROC curve: c is tite 	 r1
criterion level: and S(-) is a saturation futction.	 it'	 u
0 x^n
Zi.l ci ' ui bid _ al	 (g)	 SW 
°1XI
 0 < x ^ 1.	 t3(l4)
ai
 l r.
	
Here.9 is the jth criterion level: oi and.u i
 .are. the mean and	 Equations (0) and 114) are suitable for use with the method of .
	
standard deviation of, the dis' urinal dispersion of (he ith
	
scorine as an iterative technique since the gradient it reasonably t
R A PAS'
F :c3ot Qum	
,
F(-) is the theoretical distribution function: and the unit
deviates are
cell behaved. although only piccewise continuous with respect
Io r.
SUMMARY
We have found MUNOMI- to be extremely useful in
da)-to-day operation since it provides the maximum amount, ^,f
lhxibility with a ntinunurt amount of duplicated effort. This is
especially true when minor changes to a model's structure are
made because there will be a great deal of unchanged code
tivithin the user supplied ,ubroutina.
IIUNOIIIL has exailcnt convergence qualities and rarely goes
be) and 10 iterations: when it does, it is usually because of
programming errors in the calculatior of the probabilities or
their derivalives,
h, are collecting a library of subroutines for use with
MUNOML. There are currently subroutines for calculating
parameters for a successive categories model and for models
based on the tlicury of signal dctcciability: unequal variance
ROC parameters from binary responses: equal-variance
signal-lu-noisc ratio pairs; constant likelihood ratio decision
rules; and Neyman-Pearson decisiuu rifles (usim-, objective and
subjective probabilities). Cuntplete listin gs and;ur card decks
tabour 500 cards in ulh are available on request. Operational
details are described in Curry iNote 1).
REFERENCE NOTE
1. Curry, R. E. MUNOML: A multinomial maximum
likelihood pro gram for behavioral research. Man-Vehicle
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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
A random search algorithm
for laboratory computers
RENWICK E. CURRY
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02189
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The small laboratory computer is ideal for experimental control and data acquisition, Postexperimental
data processing is many times performed on large computers because of the availability of sophisticated
programs, but costs and data compatibility are negative factors. Parameter optimization, which subsumes
curve fitting, model fitting, parameter estimation, least squares, etc., can be accomplished on the small
computer and offers ease of programming, data compatibility, and low cost, as attractive features. A
previously proposed random search algorithm ( "random creep") was found to be very slow in convergence.
We present a new method ( the "random leap" algorithm) which starts in a global search mode and
automatically adjusts step size to speed convergence. A FORTRAN executive program for the random leap
algorithm is presented which calls a user supplied function subroutine. An example of a function subroutine
is given which calculates maximum likelihood estimates of receiver operating characteristic parameters
from binary response data. Other applications in parameter estimation, generalized least squares, and
matrix inversion are discussed.
r,.
For many investigators involved in behavioral research,
the small laboratory computer is viewed primarily as an
experiment monitor, controller, and data acquisition
device. The small computer is ideal for this purpose
because of its low initial cost and because it is dedicated
to the laboratory in which it resides.
The decision is not as clear when considering whether
or not to perform postexperimentai data processing on
the small computer. In favor of the small computer are
data compatibility (no tape-to-tape or tape-to-card
conversions), low operating cost, and availability.
Furthermore, there are many programs designed for
these applications (e.g., the DECUS library).
The advantages of processing the experimental data
on a large computer are the increases in flexibility,
scope, and sophistication of processing techniques
attendant with the increase in memory and
computational speed, 'There are many well-documented
programs in existence which take advantage of these
attributes (e.g., the UCLA BMD series).
A strong case can be made for the small computer in
one area of "sophisticated" data processing, and it has
received only a modest amount of attention. Parameter
optimization, which subsumes curve fitting; model
fitting, parameter estimation, least squares; polynomial
root finding, etc., is a task which can be performed on
the large computer as well as the small. Many algorithms
have been proposed (e.g., Fletcher & Powell, 1963) and
This research was sponsored by NASA Grant NGR 22.009.733,
Man-Machine Integration Branch, NASA-AMES Research Center.
several of these are available in coded form (e.g., IBM
Scientific Subroutine Package). These algorithms
typically require gradient calculations, some require
matrix inversions, and all would quickly overwhelm the
capabilities of a small computer. As with most
algorithms, they only attempt fo find one local
extremum. '
Other algorithms utilize a direct search process and
are more readily implemented on a small computer.
They are conceptually tt a most simple: the objective
function or cost function f( • ) is evaluated at a point in
parameter space x; a trial point 1 = x + Ax is selected,
and if f(A) is an improvement over f(R), R is replaced by
3f. 'Thus, the best solution is always retained and
relinquished only when a better one is found.
Algorithms of the direct search type are differentiated
by the manner in which the trial value (or Ax) is chosen.
Examples of direct search algorithms are Chandler's
(Note 1) STEPIT and Hooke and Jeeves' procedure
(1961); these and other methods are compared in
Dorfman, Beavers, & Saslow (1973). The performance of
these algorithms, as measured by the conventional
yardsticks of computing time or the number of times the
cost function . is evaluated, is usually (but not always)
inferior to the more Fophisticated approaches. For the
small computer, however, time is not money, and when
the further advantages. of less programming effort (e.g.,
no gradients to be computed) and data compatibility.are
considered, the direct' search algorithms: on a small
computer become very attractive.
One final feature, and some would say that it Is the
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most important, is that these techniques can more easily
search for global, not just local extrema, since the logic
for global search is readily incorporated in the direct
search logic.
In this paper, we present a direct search program for
function minimization which is intended especially for
use on small computers. Because of this goal, the
primary consideration is small program size rather than
speed of computation, number of function evaluations,
or computation. costs. The program's genesis is the
"random creep" algorithm originally proposed by
Faureau and Franks ( 1958) and discussed most recently
by Bekey and Ung (1974), After describing the
algorithm, we propose a new algorithm (the "random
leap") which offers substantially better convergence
speed. A FORTRAN program to carry out the random
leap procedure is given, and an example of maximum
Iikelihood estimation of receiver operating characteristic
parameters is presented. Applications to generalized least
squares and matrix inversions are also discussed.
RANDOM SEARCH ALGORITHMS
FOR GLOBAL EXTREMA
The Random Creep Method
The random creep algorithm (Bekey & Ung, 1974;
Faureau & Franks, 1958) derives its name from the
manner in which the trial values of the parameter vector
increment Luc are derived: (1) At each stage of the
iteration, each of the n elements of the currently
optimal parameter vector Q is perturbed by a zero-mean
Gaussian random number of specified standard
deviation:
AXI = E1
ei = N(0,°f )
where A4 is the perturbation to the jth element of x on.
the ith trial, and the el are independent zero-mean
Gaussian variables. (2) If the trial vector 5( = R + Lax
results in an improvement, 2 is replaced by X. If not, a
new Lax is chosen according to the above equation. (3) If
the iteration fails to improve after a specified number of
consecutive trials, all. standard deviations are increased
by the same factor
r w
Figure 1. Geometry of possible improvement with rando.
 m
steps (Ax) of fixed size.(R) in two-parameter space. (a) Far from
the extremum: the gradient vectors (g) are parallel, and an
improvement is possible only if 0 (the angle between Ax and g) is
—n/2 < 0 < it/2, which occurs with the probability .5. (b) Close
to a spherical extsemum (E) at distance p.: contours of constant
criterion f(x) ate concentric circles centered at iw Improvement
is possible only if ­rpa < 0 < 0, < 42 with probability < .5.
When the step size is greater than twice the distance to the
extremum (R > 2po), no improvement is possible.
no guarantee that this algorithm will converge to the
global .extremum (only an exhaustive search will do
that), but experience has shown this to be an effective
method of finding local and global extrema (Bekey &
Ung, 1974).
The Random heap Method
Improving convergence rate. The main disadvantage of
9 =gal 	 j = 1; ... ,n the ;random creep. method, as it is described in the
previous section, is the relatively slow rate of
where or> 1. This action is based on the assumption that convergence because only the minimum step size is used.
a. ' local minimum has been reached.- (4) The process We experimented with modifications to rectify this
terminates after either (a) the total number of iterations problem; for example, if Ax had been an. improvement
reaches a predetermined .value, or' (ti) the standard on the . previous trial, it was then used in succeeding trials.
deviations have been increased a specified number of until no further . improvement was obtained. These
times.	 modifications gave a minimal amount of improvement:
The major advantage of this approach in small , It was about this time that the analytical work of
computer applications is the relatively small :amount of Rastrigan (1. 963) came to. our . attention;.l a analyzed a `
storage space required for the search algorithn.. There is random search procedure where the .direction of the
R1
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random search vector is uniformly distributed over the
hypersphere, but the step size is fixed. The areas of
interest are shown in Figure I for a two-parameter case:
Ax is the random increment in the parameter vector and
has a fixed magnitude or step size of R, 0 is the angle
between the gradient vector g and the random increment
Ax. In Figure I a, the currently optimal value of x is far
from the extremum resulting in (nearly) parallel
gradients throughout the trial region. The probability of
an improvement is 1/z under these conditions.
Figure lb shows the situation when the search
procedure nears an extremum E which is assumed to be
of a spherical nature—the contours of constant cost
function are circles in this two-parameter case, but are
hyperspheres in general. In this diagram, the step size is
again denoted by R; $ is the angle of Ax from the
gradient, 00 is the maximum angle for which an
improvement can be made; and pp is the distance of the
current point from the extremum. It can be seen that
the probability of improvement is less than fz under this
condition, since there is a smaller region in which the
random search vector will yield an improvement. In the
extreme case, when the step size is twice the distance to
the extremum, then all points of the function which
would yield an improvement lie within the circle of the
search vector and no improvement is possible. These
factors are shown quantiatively in Figure 2, which
110
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Figure I Probability of no improvement vs. step size
(measured in distance to extremum) for spherical exttemum in
n-dimensional space.
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Figure 3. Approximate magnitude R of the random search
increment Ax. Upper abscissa scale for R normalized by the
standard deviation (Gaussian distribution); lower abscissa scale
for R normalized by the half-limit of a uniform distribution
(DLM) = 30). Circles show exact values for uniform
distribution (n = 2).
demonstrates the probability of no improvement for
fixed step size as a function of the step size, measured in
distance from a spherical extremum, for various
dimensions of the parameter vector. These curves were
generated by numerically integrating the expressions
given in Rastrigan (1963).
Figure 2 contains the information that is the basis for
the random leap method. In essence, the step size is
adjusted so that one always obtains a modest probability
for improvement. When the step size is large, it is
difficult to get an improvement, so the step size is
halved. As the search procedure then comes closer to the
extremum, it again becomes difficult to obtain an
improvement and the step size is again halved.
When dealing, as we are, with a completely random
increment in each coordinate direction, the step size is
not fixed. In Figure 3, we show the cumulative
distribution curves for the N/x-2  distribution which is the
magnitude of the random increment Ax when the
increments are independent Gaussian variables with the
same standard deviation. The algorithm we suggest uses
uniformly distributed variables, so we have also shown,
for later use, the abscissa in the scale of step size
normalized with respect to the limits of the uniform
distribution. The difference between the uniform and
Gaussian distributions (in terms of the magnitude of the
vector) becomes small for a large number of parameters;
the circles in Figure 3 indicate the exact solutions for
uniformly distributed variables for n = 2, and even for
this low number of parameters, the deviations are of no
practical significance.
Program outline. The overview of the operation begins
with a call to the user-supplied function routine to
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C-- A - 3RAN00M LEAP PARAMETER SEARCH ROUTINE
Ot1iNSION X(5),TMPX(5),OLMO(5),TWLMCS)
C.--SET 1Az2'WP/2)-3,RNDMG=2 RRCP-I)-1 FDR P DIT MACHINE
IA = 61
RNOMG
	
2047
IRND = 1237
C... IIWINt TIALIZATt ON CALL To GET PARAMETERS AND FIRST VALUE
1 LFRST a I
TCST=CSTFNCTMPX,NX,LFRST,MX;TR,MXFGS,MXEXP,MXFLS,MXCTR,LPRT,DLMO)
LFRST e 2
NFAIL = 0
ITER = a
C—===5TART LOCAL SKARCIr HERE
30 -0E = I
C" 9114 START GLOBAL SEARCH HERE (HoDE SET TO 2 BELOW)
35 NE XP = 0
NCTR = 0
C a= '' R"SET TEMPORARY DISTR. LIMITS AT INITIAL VALUE
Do 4a I-1,NX
40 TMPLMCI)= OLMOCI)
GO TO (50, 60),HoDE
C=NP"'iSAVE SUCCESSFUL TRY AND PRINT IF LPRNT=7
50 CST =TCSr
tic, 1=1,Nx
66 x61) = TMP X(1)
Go TO (75, 70), LPRT
70 WRITE Ct,1440) ITER,MODE,NFAIL NECP,NCTR,LST,(x(0,1=1,NX)
1040FORMAT (516,E 15.S,EFl0.4lC lOX, ^F lU .4 ))
75 NFAtL = a
L=="=FZNP AND TESTNEW TRIAL A AFTER CHECKING FOR MAX ITERATIONS
80 17CR = 1TER . I
IF (I"!ER - MXI TR) 90,90,230
90 Do 99 1=1, NX
I ANO = 1A°'IRND
IF ([RND) 39,230,99
99 TMPXC1) = XCI) . FLOAT(IRIID)/RNONG"TMPLH(1)
TCST=CSTFNCTMPX,NX I LFRST, HXITR,MXFGS,MXEXP,MXFLS,MXCTR,LPRT,DLMO)
tf (TC ST - CST? 100,1)0, 110
G l:xz ° 1=SAVC IMPROVED SO!UTION OUT FIRST SWITCN TO LOCAL IF 1N GLOBAL
1D6 GO TO C50,30),MOOE
C=x "' IRGTHEAWISE COUNT SUCCESSIVE FAILURES, Go TO STEFSIZE LOGIC
110 NFAIL = NFAIL * I
GO TD (1I0,170).,MOOE
C==="=51EPSIZE L061C FOR LOCAL SEARCH
C N -X--TE5T rOR MAX FAILURES, LOCAL SEARCH
120 Ir (NFAIL - MXFLS) 80,36,130
130 14CTA = NCrk s I
IF (IICTR - MXC TR) 140,t40,160
CXII--.-.IALVE DISTRIBUTION LIMIT. AND TRY NEW x
140 NFAIL = 0
v0 [50 1=l,Hx
150 TMPLMCI) = TMPLMCI)=.5
GO TO a0
CRUisR
"END Lo CAL SEARCH IF TOO MANY CONTRACTIONS CHALVINGS)
160 WkITE (1,11003
1100 FORMAT ('END LOCAL SEARCH')
WRITE (1,1040) ITER.MODE, NFAIJ.,HEXP,NCTR,CST,CX(1),1=l,Nx)
MODE= 1
GD TO 35
[uP.h
's STEPSIZE LOGIC FOR GLOBAL SEARCH
C==N "="TEST FOR MAX FAILURES, GLOBAL SEARCH
170 IF (NFAIL - HXFGS) 80,80,180
180 NEXP = NEXP . I
IF (NEXP - MXEXP) 590,190,130
C"== ' =EXPAND DISTRt0UCION LIMITS
190 NF A IL = 0
00 200 t=1,4x
200 TMPLM(1) = I.3"TMPLM(1)
Go TD 80
C =RR=' UEXIT SEARCH LOGIC HERE AND START AGAIN
230 WRITE CI, 1060)
1060 FORMAT ('S roP')
WRITE (t, 1040) ITER,MODE,NFAIL,NEXP,NCTR,CST,(X(-1),I=1,NX)
GO To I
END
Figure 4
supply the constants €or the program operation and the
initial guess at the parameter vector. From there, the
operation proceeds as follows: (a) Uniformly distributed
independent increments of each coordinate are chosen
to calculate the new trial value of x. l
 Initially, the
distribution limits of these random increments .are
chosen to be .of moderate size relative to the entire
search region, i.e., if the search region is (-1,1) in each
coordinate, then the limits of the uniform increments
are. on the order of ,(-1,1). This allows a preliminary
global search in the beginning phases. (s) When the trial
values of x have failed to yield an improvement a
specified number of titres, it is assumed that the step
size is. too large relative to the distance to the extremum,
and the distribution limits are halved. The search
continues with these limits until the procedure fails to
yield an improvement in the (same) consecutive number
of trials. (c) After the distribution Limits have. been
halved a specified number of tines, it is assumed that
the procedure has converged to a local minimum. The
results are printed out, and the distribution limits are
reset to their original, moderately sized, values. The
global search f:; then initiated in a manner similar to the
random creep method: if no improvement is reached
after a specified number of times, the distribution limits
are increased, and the search continued. Note, however,
that the giobA search is initiated with the moderately
sized distribution limits and not the minimum size, as is
done in the random creep method. (d) The procedure is
terminated whenever the total number of iterations
exceeds a specified value or when the global search has
not yielded an improvement after a specified number of
expansions of the distribution limits.
The advantage of the random leap algorithm lies in its
ability to perform a preliminary global search and
gradually :educe the step size as the extremum is neared.
There are cases, obviously, when the random creep
method would be better, such as when the initial value
of x is very close to the extremum,
Program description. A FORTRAN listing of the
random leap algorithm is given in Figure 4, which
executes the general procedure described above. To do
this, it requires a user-supplied function subroutine
CSTFN which calculates the value of the cost function;
we have made provision for the user to enter the
constants and parameters for the search routine for
maximum flexibility. During the first call to the
function routine CSTFN, the following transfer of
variables obtains:
Variables Passed to CSTFN
LFRST has been set to the value of I to indicate that
this is the first (initialization) call
Variables Returned from CSTFN
TMPX temporary value of X, in this case the initial
value
NX	 the number of dimensions in the parameter
vector x
MXITR maximum number of iterations
MXFGS maximum number of consecutive failures in
the global search mode
MXEXP maximum number of expansions (increases of
the distribution limits) in the global search
mode
MXFLS maximum number of consecutive failures in
the local search mode
MXCTR maximum number of contractions (halvings) of
the distribution limits in the local search mode
LPRT returned as 2 to print (a) each time an
improvement is made, (b) st the end of the
local search, and (c) at the termination of the
search; returned as .I to print only at the end
of the local search and at the end of the entire
search
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TCST	 tite numerical value of the cost function
DLMO the array containing the initial limits of the
uniformly distributed random search
increments. For example, M(l) is uniformly
distributed between (—DLMO(1), DLMO(1)).
For subsequent calls to the function routine during
the normal course of operation, the following transfer of
variables applies:
Variables Passed to CSTFN
TMPX the temporary or trial value of X
LFRST has been set to 2 to indicate that initialization
is not required
Variables Returned from CSTFN
TCST the numerical value of the cost function
CHOOSING THE SEARCH PARAMETERS
In this section, we give some guidelines on how
one determines the parameters of the search. Assume
that the parameters have been scaled such that the
solution is likely to lie within the unit hypercube (—•l,I)
in each coordinate. Let us pick a convergence criterion
that (say) each value should be determined within at
least .01 of the true value which minimizes the cost
function. To find the minimum step size required, we
arbitrarily fix the probability of no improvement which
we would like to detect at (say) .7. Looking at Figure 2,
we can then determine the step size relative to the
distance from the extremum for various dimensions of
the parameter vector. if we have four parameters, then a
probability of .7 occurs with a step size that is roughly
.6 times the distance from the extremum. Since we want
the distance from the extremum to be no more than .01,
the magnitude of the minimum step size must be .006.
To find the minimum distribution limits corresponding
to the minimum step size, we refer to Figure 3, where
we see that for n = 4, the step size will be less than 1.8
times the .distribution limit more than 95% of the time.
Thus, the minimum limits of the uniform distribution
should be ±.006/1.8=±.0033. The initial value of the
distribution limits should be on the order of ±1, and
because die limits are halved at each stage, we seek an
integer M such that 1/2 m -.0033. Note that
2'(.0033) = .768, so we set DLMO = .8 and
MXCTR = 8.
The adaptive nature of the random leap
program results from testing the hypothesis that the
probability of failure is .7 'or less. To reject this
hypothesis at the .05 and .01 levels of significance, we
would need 9 amd 13 successive failures, respectively.
(six and'nine successive failures are required for the. same
level of confidence when detecting probability of failure
.6 or Iess, showing the desirability of working with
probabilities of no improvement closer to .5 than 1.0.)
Thus, MXFLS, .Maximum Consecutive. Failures, Local
Search, should be in the range of 9 to 13, perhaps
greater to account for contingencies.
The parameters for the global process (MXFGS and
MXEXP) can really only be determined by
experimentation in each particular situation. We found,
in the cost function described below (which has two
maxima) that 300 trials with a five-dimensional vector
were more than adequate to find the global maximum
when situated at the local maximum. The number of
such trials must be increased substantially when going to
a larger parameter vector to obtain similar densities of
trial values within the parameter space.
APPLICATIONS
Maximum Likeleltood Estimation
In this section, we describe an application of the
random leap algorithm and the results of a Monte Carlo
simulation. The first example uses a cost function of tiie
form
f(x) = .59exp(--Q t (x)) + .4 1 exp(—Q2 (x))	 (1)
Qi = S(n) iii{. 5 — Xi)2 /(1.26) i— -t	 (2a)
Q2 = S(n) Er(.5 ^r x^2 /(1.26)t-1	(2b)
where S(n) is a scale factor depending only on the
number of dimensions in the parameter vector and keeps
the argument of the exponent function within
reasonable bounds. This function was chosen for a
detailed examii.atiori because of its two nearly equal
modes. It corr;.sponds to a maximum likelihood
estimation problem in which the observations (.5,
.5, ...) come from either a distribution with mean x
(prior probability .59) or —x (prior probability .41) and
unequal variances.
Monte Carlo trials. One hundred Monte Carlo trials of
the random creep and random leap operations were run
using the cost function in Equation I on a PDP-12
computer with software multiply and divide routines.
Approximate time for each iteration was about 1.5 sec.
The initial conditions for these trials were uniformly
distributed in the unit hypercube, and parameter vectors
of dimensions 2 and 5 were used. Convergence was
considered complete when the search routine first came
within a sphere corresponding to an rms deviation in
each component of .05.
With the two-dimensional parameter vector, the mean
number of iterations-to-convergence for the random leap
algorithm was 35, the median 36, and the maximum
number of iterations required was 67: In all.these cases,
the fact that the search. was started at the .global level
rather than the local level resulted in a convergence to
the global maximum first. On the other hand, the
random creep algorithm converged to the local
TIMM
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maximum first in many trials. It also failed to find the
global maximum within the allowable maximum of 500
iterations on many of its trials, whereas the random leap
algorithm never failed to converge to the global
maximum,
In testing the random leap algorithm with the
five-dimensional parameter vector, the mean number of
iterations-to-convergence in 100 Monte Carlo trials was
194, with a maximum number of iterations of 365 and a
minimum of 58. The distribution of the number of
iterations had two modes: one, at 100 iterations,
corresponded to those searches that went directly to the
global maximum; the other mode, at 240 iterations,
represented those searches that went to the local
maximum first and then to the global maximum. Sixty
of the 100 Monte Carlo trials converged to the global
maximum first; this is a statistically significant
difference from the expected value of 50 that one would
expect with die random creep algorithia, and is due to
the fact that the random leap algorithm starts off in the
global search mode, The random creep algorithm was
not run in this more difficult task because of its
relatively poor performance on the easier two-parameter
case.
+riNslnl,P(gi—d')/u,l+riy,ini(P(d'—Pi)/c,I (5)
where r j ^k
 is the number of .i responses at criterion i to
stimulus k, i = 1,2, . . . M;j = YES, NO; k = s (lignal), n
(noise). The parameter vector for this case is
X (6)
d
a,.
Note that we can easily obtain the parameter estimates
under the constraints of equal-variance distributions by
setting cr., in the above expression to unity.
A function subroutine written to generate the
parameter estimates is shown in Figure 3. It prompts the
user for the num^er of different criterion levels, and a
parameter indicating whether it is to be an
equal-variance case or whether B = I /irg is a parameter to
be estimated.	 1
4
Receiver Operating Characteristics
In the theory of signal detection (TSD) approach to
psychophysics, the subject's response is divided into
sensory and response bias components. One may
administer a yes-no response prmedure in several
sessions, during each one of which a subject adopts a
different strategy or criterion level (p), whereas the
sensitivity of the signal (d) remains constant throughout
(Green & Swets, 1 ,966). Assuming that we have binary
response data ("YES" or "NO") for M criterion levels, the
TSD model uses the following expression for the
probability of a "YES" response given noise (n) and
signal(s) respectively
P("YES"Inoise) = I — 4)(01) =tP(—P1)	 (3)
i = 1,2 .... X
P("YES" I signal) = I — 4P [(Pi — d)/a.] = ib [(d' — gj)1uJ
(4)
where Pi is the criterion level adopted in the ith session,
d' is the sensitivity measured in aoise standard deviation
units, a, is the standard deviation of the signal
distribution, measured 'in noise units and 43 is the
Gaussian distribution function.
The maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters
0i , d', and a., are obtained by maximizing the likelihood
function which is proportional to
M
^(X) a f(X) = E riNJnJ'P(#0!, + riy.lri1v—*1
i=1
FUNCTION CSTFNCx,Nx,LFA5T,MXITR,MxF	 mxExP,MXFLS,MXCrft,LPRT,DLM9>C:_u_ FUNCTION 
S .BROUTINE FOR M,4XIMUM LIKLL-0011 ESTIMATION OF ROC PARAN
C	
WA I 
TTEN , 
OR 
TELETYPE INTERACTION
01MIN51ON
ro To 
C1 I 30),LFRST
C- 911ft -THIS PORT 
I 
ON FOR THE INITIALIZATION CALL TO INPUT DATA
I WRITE 6 1000)
1000 PORMAT (I RE,^ '4X,MX,-,R,MXFGS,MX^9P,HXFLS,MXCTR,LPRT-)
11 EAD (1,1010) Nx,-.AITP,)qxPGS,,AxExP,MXPLS,mXCT;t,LPRT
1010 FORMAT (24)
TF (I'Ins)
zoos FnAMAT C 1 NUMBER OF CRITERIA11 FPR EQUAL YAR,1 OTHERWISE-)
READ C1,1010) MCRI7,40I 
F CiLS-0 11(0-2)) 1,5.1
5 WRITg ( 1
 3 01010 FORMAT V REI ADC 0o,t y fs RIESPONSES;FIRST NOISE, THEN 5	 N')
00 10 ICRtT	 I,MCRIT
DO 10 ISIG	 I 
1 2I x ISIS + 2 CICR;T - 1)
10 READ C1 1030) ACI,0,rC2,0
1030 FO 
A 
HAT ^P 
1 
042 )
WRITE 
(1,1  0)
Ih4a FORMAT ( I REAP XoCJ),D4Mo(I)->
INA 2 MCRIT * LBDo 
20 1 - I,IHX
1 0 READ CL,4030) X(t.),DLKOCI)
r NN"UNNOAMAL CALCULATIONS MERE
C-N-HAST 
R 
!P , 0 0 FROM A AND LIMIT IF NECESSARY
'D Ix	 JCRIT + I
to CACIX) - .01) 34,38,58
34 Act A ) = .01
30 0 m X(JX)
C—ft—GET S TO. DRV. RATIO
CIO TO (40,50),LB41
 0 ' ".. TO 6LSo 
PX = MCRIT + 2
C gURRM"M37 ALLOWADLP 0 GE. 0.01
IF CXCIX) - .01) 54,50,58
54 Y( 
I X) = .0 1
So a -- X0X)
C #119#8CALCULATE LOG LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION (LES5 CONSTANTS)
11 XILI ca I
Do . 
I . 0 j..,	
I,111RIT
00 106 ISIG	 I'l
60 TO C?0,203,151G
10 Z 
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X(ICRIT)
Go To gog o Z - MXUCRIT) - D)
:$Litt" 
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g o P - OCUPICZ)
IF = ISIG + 2"CICRIT - 1)
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C .... MMINIMIZE THE NEGATIVE LOG LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION
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R 
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TURN.D
FUNCTION GC OFC7)
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Z)
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i
For a test case, we assumed a value of x equal to
((i l = -5, 02 = .75, 03 = t .25, d = 1.00, ug = 1.25). We
used as responses the values proportional to the
theoretical probabilities, i.e., we expect a "perfect" fit.
Starting from the initial condition (—.5, 0, .5, .5, .5), the
random leap algorithm converged to within .01 of the
true value of each component of the parameter vector
within 100 iterations. To determine how well these data
from an unequal variance distribution are ft by an
equal-variance model, we used the equal-variance option
of the program and found the equal-variance fit to the
unequal-variance data; the final estimates were
0 1 =.531, 02 = .756, 03 = 1.1, d'=.96), and the
random leap algorithm, starting from the same initial
conditions as before, again converged to within .01 of
the final values after 100 iterations. Each of these
solutions took about 3 min on the PDP-12 computer
described above. Since a printout was made at each
improvement, though, the computations were limited at
times by the print operation.
Parameter Estimates from Grouped Data
The maximum likelihood procedure is one method of
obtaining estimates of distribution parameters for
grouped data, for example, obtaining the mean and
standard deviation of a distribution from data such as is
gathered in poststimulus histogram form. In these cases,
the log likelihood function is proportional to
	
Q(x) a 2 rJnPi(x)	 (7)
where ri is the number of responses in the ith group
(i = i.2, ... ,N), and P i is the theoretical probability of
the sample falling in the ith group. Under the
assumption that the underlying distribution is Gaussian,
Pi is given by
	
Pi = 01(ci+i — A)/U1 — 01(c i — P)/6}	 (8)
and the parameter vector is
X= O
	
(9)
Simple changes can be made to the function routine
shown in Figure 5 to perform these calculations. The
boundaries of the groups lcilmust,,of course, be read in
during the initialization phase, but it is a simple matter
to program Equation 7 and solve for the mean, µ, and
standard deviations, a.
An alternative to using the maximum likelihood
estimation criterion is the minimum XZ criterion (Rao,
1973). This has many of the advantages of the maximum
likelihood procedure, and serendipitously, one is
calculating the Xz value which can be used in a
goodness-of-fit test when the final estimates have been
obtained.
Generalized Least Squares
One of the most common and most powerful forms of
regression analysis is generalized least squares, which can
be written in the form
f(x) = 61 — h(x))TWG — h(x))	 (10)
where y is a k-dimensional vector of observations (data),
h is a vector function of the parameter x, and W is a
positive semidefinite (symmetric) matrix of weighting
coefficients. The objective is to choose the parameter
vector x to minimize this cost function. In the linear
form, Equation 10 becomes
f(x) = (y—
 — Hx)TW(y— — Hx)	 (11)
where H is a kxn matrix. This has a unique solution
under suitable conditions on H and W (Rao, 1973),
ususally satisfied in practice. One may use the random
Ieap algorithm to find the solution to Equation 11 rather
than go through the matrix inversions and manipulations
required to solve for the vector x. We also note that if H
is square and nonsingular, and if we solve Equation 11
with y equal to zero except for a 1 in row i, then
solution x is the ith column of the matrix H — 1. Thus, n
separate parameter searches will completely invert the
nxn matrix H.
CONCLUSIONS
The disadvantage of a small laboratory computer for
postexperimental data processing is its small memory
and inability to accommodate large sophisticated data
processing programs, while the advantages of using the
small computer are data compatibility, ease of program
development, ability to run for long periods of time, low
cost, and accessibility. Parameter optimization is one
area which has received relatively little attention in small
computer applications. Direct search methods are the
easiest to program, and they require little core storage
and no analytical gradient calculations.
Random search algorithms are one member of this
class, and Rastrigan (1963) has shown that the average
rate of convergence of the random creep algorithm may
actually be superior to the gradient method in which the
gradients are calculated numerically at each step. The
slow rate of convergence experienced in the random
creep algorithm is due to small step size and was
overcome by the random leap algorithm proposed here.
This algorithm operates by starting off in the global
search mode and automatically reducing the step size as
the search procedure approaches the extremum of the
function. After reaching a minimum (or maximum), it
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branches out and starts a g obal search by gradually DoRFMAN. D. D.. B EAVERs. L. L.. & SASLOW. C.
expanding the size of the random increments from their 	 ] stun uion of si nal detection theory p arameters  from
original, moderately sized values.
The random leap algorithm was compared to the
random creep method on a bimodal likelihood function
and showed superior convergence characteristics. We
then presented a function subroutine to be used with the
random leap program to calculate the maximum
likelihood estimates of receiver operating characteristic
parameters in YES-NO tasks; this was followed by a
description of maximum likelihood estimation of
distribution parameters from grouped data (histograms).
Generalized least squares regression was also considered,
and it was shown how one could perform matrix
inversion using successive applications of direct search
methods.
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